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Abstract
The study of morphology and functional processes of biological tissues at submicron
spatial resolution using optical techniques is always limited by 1) shallow penetration
depth accompanied by poor imaging contrast and 2) the relatively slow recording
speed of fluorescence imaging tools such as confocal microscopy. To overcome these
limitations and allow the in vivo study of biological tissues, we have developed Focal
Modulation Microscopy (FMM) that permits large imaging depth with better image
contrast; and at high frame rates in the line scan mode.
FMM utilizes the coherence property of the light source, through spatio-temporal
modulation scheme to differentially phase modulate segments of the excitation beam.
These segments of the beam, when being focused by the objective lens, generate an
intensity modulation exclusively at the focal region. This modulation excitation fo-
cus therefore results in a modulated fluorescence signal from the focal volume. In
principle, out-of-focus excited fluorescence should not be modulated. Demodulation
of the collected fluorescence signal at the designated modulation frequency could
allow us to discriminate the in-focus fluorescence from the multiple-scattered back-
ground, thus greatly enhance the signal-to-background ratio (SBR) in the image.
More importantly, the penetration depth of FMM can be significantly improved as
the degradation of the image contrast is considerably much slower, and thus could
iii
potentially revolutionize the clinical and biomedical applications of FMM for in vivo
high-resolution visualization of thick biological specimens. Up to date, imaging using
FMM with penetration depth up to 600 µm has been demonstrated with biological
specimens, without the necessity of longer wavelength excitation or non-linear light
mechanisms.
In this thesis, theoretical studies have been performed to understand the efficiency
of FMM in rejecting out-of-focus fluorescence background, as well as the effect of aper-
ture configurations in modulation depth of FMM. Three implementations of FMM
which varies in term of phase modulation schemes - double reflecting mirrors, tilt-
ing plate as well as FMM based on acousto-optical modulators that are significantly
progressive in term of stability and image performance are being demonstrated. Ad-
ditionally, a line scan mode of galvanometer-based FMM is described which provide
much higher effective frame rate for real-time imaging of biological processes.
In total, this research has progressed FMM for clinical applications in in vivo
imaging of biological tissues.
iv
And God said, Let there be light; and there was light. Genesis 1:3
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The ability to observe morphological structures at high spatial resolution as well as
biological processes continuously of intact tissues holds great promise not only to the
understanding of fundamental problems in systematic cell and developmental biology
[75], but also for early detection and diagnosis of major human diseases.
In the past decades, optical techniques have been proved to be indispensable in
biomedical study for the understanding of cellular and molecular biology [52], as
well as in dissecting the pathophysiology of major diseases [39]. Nevertheless, high-
resolution optical microscopy faces major challenge in preserving image contrast as
well as spatial resolutions when probing deep inside biological specimens mainly due
to optical scattering [95]. This results in limited penetration depth that poses a major
barrier for wide scale clinical applications of optical microscopy. The focus of this
thesis is the extension of confocal microscopy for high-resolution imaging with large
penetration depths. In this chapter, we first describe effects of scattering on optical
imaging techniques, followed by challenges and potential impacts of deep imaging in
clinical and biomedical research fields. This introductory chapter will be concluded
1
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by outlining the work presented in this thesis chapter-by-chapter.
1.1 Introduction of optical imaging and light scat-
tering in biological tissues
The emergence of electron microscope (EM) has provided unprecedented spatial res-
olution of ultrastructural details down to nanometer-scale, with molecules and even
individual atoms can be readily imaged. However, EM is typically depth-limited to
about 100 nm at the surface of the sample - often the plasma membrane of a cell
[63] in the case of biological tissues; thus is not suitable for imaging of biological tis-
sues and organisms as a whole unit. Besides, EM poses significant demands in terms
of sample preparations, in which specimens are typically required to be chemically
fixed, dehydrated and embedded in a polymer resin to stabilize them sufficiently in
order to allow for ultra-thin sectioning; thereby could potentially hazardous for most
biological tissues [82] and unsuitable for in vivo imaging. Other medical imaging
methods such as X-ray, CT and MRI, though has been widely applied for detection
and diagnosis of specific human diseases due to their large penetration depths - gen-
erally over whole human body volume, are unable to resolve single cell at submicron
resolution level and thus not feasible for visualization of microstructures in biological
system. Furthermore, they also lack the richness in molecular contrast as compared
to fluorescence techniques, which have been crucial for the functional study of many
biological processes.
On the other hand, optical imaging utilizes various optical contrast mechanisms
such as transmission, reflectance, fluorescence, absorption and polarization; capable
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of subcellular resolution in the range of 200 nm with minimal perturbations to the
biological specimens. Despite significant technological progress over the last decades,
multiple scattering, which is mainly due to interaction of photons with cellular in-
terfaces and organelles where there are refractive index mismatches, still hampers
high-resolution optical imaging in the aspect on how deep it can penetrate. This
highly scattering nature of most biological tissues causes majority of the light prop-
agating in it to deviate from its original path and leads to distortion in the imaging
information.
In most biological tissues, absorption of light is negligible compared to scattering,
particularly in the near-infrared wavelength range. As described earlier, scattering is
the deflection of a light ray from its original direction; in which if the photon energy
is conserved, it is termed elastic. Elastic scattering depends on the size of particles
in interactions as well as the refractive index inhomogeneity. In general, scattering
is high in biological tissues as cells are a heterogeneous mixture of molecules and
supramolecular structures with varying morphologies and molecular polarizabilities
[34]. Usually, the scattering mean free path (MFP, i.e. the average distance between
scattering events) is used to describe the strength of scattering, and the MFP of
biological tissues varies from 10− 100 µm [6].
The likelihood and angular distribution of the scattering events depend strongly
on the refractive index variation, particle size and wavelength λ [34]. For very small
objects (such as isolated atoms or molecules in gas), scattering is nearly isotropic
and strongly wavelength-dependent (∝ λ−4; i.e. Rayleigh scattering). For objects
comparable in size to the wavelength (as in cells) scattering is directed mostly in the
forward direction. This can be easily quantified by the anisotropy parameter (g) or
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by the transport mean free path, lt =
ls
1−g , which is the distance after which the light
becomes diffuse, or the “direction memory” is lost. In most biological tissues such as
brain tissue, the anisotropy parameter is generally high (> 0.9) [102].
Scattering can severely limit the penetration depth achievable in most optical
microscopy techniques when imaging thick biological specimens by degrading the
contrast in the image. A measure of the contrast in an image is usually given by
the magnitude difference between the signal and the background relative to the back-
ground. In most cases, an excitation photon can undergo multiple scattering steps
when it propagates through the tissue (Fig. 1.1). This scattering greatly weakens the
ballistic (unscattered) excitation power than attains the beam focus. Generally, the




with scattering length constant ls and surface power Po. Thus, the ballistic excita-
tion power usually reduces greatly after few scattering MFP and hence lowers the
fluorescence signal generation at the perifocal volume.
Conversely, the total power decays more slowly, as 1/depth, for depths beyond one
transport MFP and thus could overwhelm the ballistic fraction even for depth as small
as one scattering MFP. As the excitation photons deviate from its intended pathway
due to scattering, the absorption of this scattered photons would generates out-of-
focus background fluorescence that is nonnegligible compared to the in-focus signal
fluorescence especially when imaging at large depth. This background fluorescence,
if being detected, degrades the contrast of the in-focus features. As the background
fluorescence begins to dominate the collected fluorescence, it will be meaningless to





















Figure 1.1: Signal generation and fluorescence collections in clear (no scatter) and in scat-
tering tissue (scatter). Adapted from reference [8]. Without scatterers, majority excitation
light reaches the focus, and scattering caused light rays to miss the focus and be lost to
signal generation. This leads to roughly exponential decreases in excitation with depth. On
the other hand, only the fluorescence light rays initially emitted into the collection cone of
the objective are detected. However, due to scattering, out-of-focus fluorescence emissions
may get into the collection cone and be detected.
image deeper into the specimens [49].
On top of that, as scattering in biological tissue is predominantly forward-directed,
large portion of the scattered light in the illumination cone are only slightly deviated
from its ballistic path, as can be verified by Monte Carlo simulation [2]. This slightly
deviated portion of photons, also known as snakelike photons, leads to a blurred halo
of background fluorescence surrounding the in-focus signal fluorescence [49] and hence
broadened the effective illumination point-spread-function1 especially at large depths.
Fluorescence emission is an incoherent process and thus random in direction.
Without scatterers, only the fluorescence that is initially emitted into the collec-
tion cone of the objective will be detected. However, this is not the case in turbid
1The concept of point-spread-function (PSF) is described in Appendix A.
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medium such as biological tissues. Firstly, scattering could cause the in-focus fluores-
cence signal to deviate from its original emission trajectory and miss the objective,
hence lowering the contribution of ballistic signals (see Fig. 1.1) in the collected flu-
orescence. Secondly, as the fluorescence emission is scattered out of its way of the
tissue, some of the fluorescence emitted from out-of-focus region are also deflected
into the trajectories that pass through the confocal pinhole and get detected, thus
degrading the signal-to-background ratio of the detected signal. If the sample in ob-
servation is thick, the contribution of scattered photons in the detected signal will
easily overwhelm the ballistic photons after 1 or 2 MFP.
1.2 Challenges and potential impacts of deep tis-
sue imaging
The desire to probe even deeper into biological specimens while resolving microstruc-
tural details and observing specific molecular events has grown over the last decades.
This is largely because the knowledge obtained by looking at the biological system
continuously over the entire entity coupled with functional information, as compared
to individual snapshots via the tiny-sectioned specimens, could greatly empower the
study of cellular biology as well as diagnosis and prognosis of many diseases. However,
the penetration depth that can be achieved in visualizing biological specimens is usu-
ally quite shallow compared to the total tissue volume, and is not absolutely defined
mainly because image degradation by background and noise is a gradual process.
Here, we briefly overview the current state of deep tissue imaging.
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First and foremost, the achievable penetration depth depends largely on the opti-
cal properties of the specimen - how transparent, scattering, or opaque it is [62]. For
instance in the case of zebrafish Danie rerio, one can see entirely through an embryo
or larva with basic light and fluorescence microscopy and hence zebrafish has become
a model organism in developmental genetics, and neuroscience [11]. Similarly, other
organisms that are virtually transparent, such as early-stage roundworm Caenorhab-
ditis elegans and fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster are also popular for the in vivo
study of many biological processes. In particular, fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster
has been valuable in identifying genes that control embryonic development, as well as
the formation of the nervous system. Nevertheless, many other organisms and their
body parts are so opaque that it is impossible for the current state-of-arts microscopy
techniques to achieve more than 1 mm penetration depth with uncompromised image
quality. For instance, one can resolve little or no cellular details within the cerebral
cortex without first drilling holes on the skull of mammals. Very often, this is done
with an invasive biocompatible window opened on the skull of a mouse brain to allow
an imaging depth up to 600 µm [86, 46], which corresponds to the cortical layers 1−3
[89], yet is still very shallow.
Secondly, the imaging depth is also fundamentally limited by the onset of out-of-
focus fluorescence generation due to light scattering near the top of the sample [103].
At large imaging depths, this out-of-focus background fluorescence would gradually
overwhelm the in-focus signal, as described in previous section. As a consequence, a
loss of image contrast will be observed [89]. Thus, it is generally difficult to preserve
the quality of image when imaging at depth more than few scattering MFP. One
specific example on how scattering has hindered the study of developmental biology
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Figure 1.2: Image stack of Drosophila pupa expressing elav-GFP labelled to central nervous
system (brain and ventral nerve cord). These images were acquired with a Zeiss 5 Live
Confocal System (10x objective).
in Drosophila fruitfly model is illustrated in the Fig. 1.2. It is clearly seen that the
blurriness of brain hemispheres (bh) and ventral nerve cord (vnc) in deeper tissue
sections (at around 250 µm) in contrast to better resolving capability of the confo-
cal microscope at shallower region (at around 77 µm). The poor contrast at large
penetration depth is due to the attenuation of the fluorescence emission as well as
multiple scattering.
The severe limitation of penetration depth of high-resolution optical imaging tech-
niques that can only applied to thin physically-sectioned biological samples through
laborious sectioning procedures, or to natural transparent live specimens, such as
organisms at very early stages of development, outlined the urgent need to improve
in vivo visualization capability in thick biological tissues. As an example, current
high-resolution intravital imaging techniques could permit visualization of tumor mi-
crostructure and vascular morphology superficially (300−400 µm depth), which is
over volumetric regions that are a small fraction of the total tumor volume in small
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animal models [91], thus very much limited our understanding on the tumor microen-
vironment over multistate and multiscale level.
High-resolution optical techniques with large penetration depth can be proved
vital in biomedical applications as they allow observation of enormous biological
processes within large tissue volumes especially for in vivo visualization of dynamic
phenomenons in developing organism to address some of the basic problems in de-
velopment biology, such as understanding the development phase of central nervous
system in Drosophila fruitfly over the whole body volume, as depicted by Fig. 1.2.
Visualization beyond penetration limit of modern microscopy techniques will not only
open new pathways in understanding signaling and interactions of tissues with drugs
and environmental factors in adult model organisms but also could potentially useful
for noninvasive imaging and spectroscopy of intact biological tissues of human sub-
jects, including but not limited to nondestructive diagnosis of tissue abnormalities
as well as early detection of major human diseases such as cancer [65, 104]. For in-
stance, the capability to visualize tissue microstructures at penetration depth up to
1 mm in biological tissues can be proved clinical important in in vivo diagnosis of
skin melanomas in dermatology. We further highlight that deep imaging could also
assist in dissecting tumor pathophysiology of intact tumor microenvironment [39, 91],
as well as understanding how the single cells respond to the damage of the nervous
system in neuropathology [59] of living animal models, just to list a few.
The development of optical techniques with large penetration depth will have
great impacts in revolutionizing the usages of optical techniques in biomedical and
clinical applications. More details on current optical techniques potentially useful in
deep tissue imaging are explained in next chapter.
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1.3 Thesis overview
This dissertation presents the development of high-speed focal modulation micro-
scopes (FMM) and its biomedical applications. Various implementation of FMM were
advanced specifically for turbid tissue imaging. FMM proposed a superior mechanism
in rejecting out-of-focus background when in comparison with confocal microscope,
and offered much larger penetration depth.
The dissertation is arranged as follows. A brief review on current developments on
optical imaging techniques is presented in Chapter 2, with emphasis being given on
those techniques that have great potential and applications for deep tissue imaging.
The Chapter 3 will begin with a description of the principle of FMM, followed by
derivation of a general formulation for FMM. In the later part of Chapter 3, two
theoretical studies being presented to discern the capability of FMM in term of signal-
to-background improvement in turbid media imaging; as well as the effect of aperture
configurations of the spatial phase modulator in the performance of FMM.
In the Chapter 4, the implementation of a point-scanning FMM based on tilting-
plate phase modulator is being described, with validation of the system using thick
biological specimens to showcase the improved deep imaging and sectioned effect.
However, due to the low modulation frequency generated by the tilting-plate phase
modulator, a point-scanning focal modulation microscope based on acousto-optical
modulator is proposed and implemented in Chapter 5, which greatly increased the
modulation frequency. Improved image quality has been demonstrated as well. In
Chapter 6, the development of line-scan focal modulation microscope is being de-
scribed; with emphasis on the much higher achievable imaging speed compared to its
precedents.
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Finally, this dissertation will end off with a summary of the current works and
suggestions for future development directions and its potential biomedical applica-
tions.
Chapter 2
Optical microscopy techniques for
deep imaging
This section gives a brief review of some optical microscopy techniques that has
been important for observation of thick biological specimens. The principles of each
technique are being outlined with their advantages and disadvantages.
2.1 Confocal microscopy
The invention of confocal microscopy (CM) [66, 57, 58] has radically transformed
optical imaging in biology researches as it provides subcellular spatial resolution with
unprecedented optical sectioning capability to eliminate from images the background
caused by out-of-focus light and scatter [8].This removal of unwanted light not only
enhanced the contrast but more importantly also allowed three-dimensional imaging
as images of thin slices can be acquired over thick specimens. In CM, a small pinhole
(point) aperture or single-mode fiber is used in the detection/image plane which acts
12
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram for a confocal reflection microscope. Dotted line represents
the path for the light coming from out-of-focus regions in the sample; which will be blocked
by the pinhole with appropriate size.
as a spatial filter/angular gate to block highly scattered out-of-focus light (see Fig.
1.2). The pinhole also rejects the scattered halo of light around the illumination spot
if the pinhole size is small enough (i.e. about the size of Airy disk) [8]. Thus, the
pinhole with appropriate size can effectively ensure that ballistic photons contribute
to most of the signal being collected.
Nonetheless, this selective detection mechanism becomes less effective as the focal
points moves deeper into the specimens or thick samples are being used, as multiple
stray scattered stray photons will eventually leak through the pinhole [74, 44, 45],
eroding the image contrast and signal-to-noise ratio [13]. Furthermore, in most cases
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for deep imaging, larger pinhole aperture radius are preferred to allow more photons to
be collected in order to compensate for the signal lost by attenuation, which could fur-
ther deteriorate the imaging performance. Increasing the pinhole aperture size though
will marginally improve the signal-to-noise ratio but will drastically reduce the depth
discrimination power of the microscope, leading to diminishing image contrast. Very
often, it is the trade-off between signal level and background scattered-light rejection
that places a fundamental limit on the sectioning capability of the microscope [74] as
well as the imaging depth [88, 83]. As the scattering effects gradually dominate at
larger depth, image contrast of CM will eventually lost and thus limit its usefulness at
near the tissue surface (less than 100 µm) [8]. In fact, imaging of confocal microscopy
in turbid media such as living tissue is usually performed at imaging depth up to few
tens of microns only due to limited contrast at higher depth aforementioned.
By combining with other mechanism to reject the multiple-scattered photons [21],
it is possible to improve the penetration depths of CM. Notably, optical coherence
microscopy (OCM) combines the coherence gating mechanism of optical coherence
tomography2 and the pinhole effect of the CM to enhance the selection of ballistic
photons for image reconstruction. Significant improvement in optical sectioning capa-
bility and penetration depths has been demonstrated [38]. Nevertheless, OCM is only
sensitive to back-scattered light and not applicable for visualization of fluorescence,
thus limited its biological applications.
In term of spatial resolution, CM could provide superior lateral (≈1.4× improve-
ment) and axial resolution (≈1.05× improvement) compared to conventional wide-
field microscopy [81, 29]. However, the improvement in spatial resolutions is only
2The principle of optical coherence tomography will be elaborated later in this chapter
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appreciable when infinitesimal pinhole is being used which preclude any signal col-
lections. Therefore, optimal pinhole size between 60% and 80% of the diameter of
the diffraction-limited spot [72] are generally used, with further adjustment on the
pinhole size to accommodate for desired optical sectioning capability and signal level.
2.2 Two-photon microscopy
Among other promising optical techniques for subcellular spatial resolution in vivo
deep tissue imaging is nonlinear two-photon fluorescence microscopy [34, 87, 10]. Two-
photon fluorescence microscopy is very similar to CM in term of the system design
except that it uses ‘higher-order’ non-linear light-matter interactions in which two
low-energy photons arrive simultaneously (within ∼0.5 femtoseconds, see Fig. 2.2
A) at a fluorescence molecule combine their energies to promote the molecule to an
excited state, which then proceeds along the normal fluorescence-emission pathway.
The process of two-photon absorption requires extremely high concentration of
excitation in spatial and temporal domain. Hence, very expensive pulse lasers that
emit “ultrashort” pulses3 with correspondingly high peak intensities have to be used
with a high NA objective to focus the light beam into a diffraction-limited volume.
A highly enhanced two-photon fluorescence system in focused laser enable vast ma-
jority of the fluorescence excitation occurs in a focal volume that can be as small as
∼0.1 µm3. This localization of excitation will limit the out-out-focus fluorescence ex-
citation because even the excitation beam illuminated the sample like the case of CM
(i.e. illumination cone as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 B), the out-of-focus excitation light
3Pulse duration in the range of about 100fs.














Figure 2.2: Single-photon and two-photon processes. A. Jablonski diagrams for one-photon
excitation and two-photon excitation. B. Schematics of one-photon versus two-photon flu-
orescence emission.
are too weak to generate appreciable two-photon fluorescence. Thus, intrinsic three-
dimensional high-resolution and contrast can be achieved. As all the fluorescence
photons are assumed generated from the focal region and can be collected as useful
signals for imaging, spatial filters in the detection path (i.e. the detector pinhole in
the confocal microscope) is not necessary, allowing higher collection efficiency (i.e. for
greater signal level) and unprecedented imaging depths [9]. In particular, imaging up
to a depth of 600 µm for vasculature and 700 µm for neuron of mouse brain has been
achieved with femtosecond mode-locked Titanium:Sapphire (Ti:S) oscillators [34].
It is also worth to mention that these penetration depths are achieved partly due to
the use of near-infrared excitation light that reduces scattering, however, the achiev-
able lateral and axial resolution are both worse due to longer wavelength light sources
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are being used. Furthermore, two-photon fluorescence microscope uses very expensive
pulse laser that may not be easily affordable for most research groups. Another con-
cerns for application of two-photon microscopy is the photo-damage/photobleaching
at the focal volume, mainly due to the high intensity pulse laser required to elicit
fluorescence near the focus. It is claimed that the photobleaching that occurs at the
focus is higher for two-photon absorptions than it is for single photon absorptions
at comparable emission yields [64, 12]. This is undesirable for functional imaging as
photobleaching at the focus is likely to be more detrimental than bleaching at plane
above and below the focus. On top of that, the optical indicators that can be used
with two-photon microscopy are only a small subset of the indicators that can be
used with single-photon excitation microscopy, mainly due to the limited availability
of fluorescence probes with large, “two-photon absorption cross-section”. This limi-
tation could severely constrain the types of biological parameters and processes that
can be studied using two-photon fluorescence microscopy.
Regardless of the superior nonlinear mechanism to inhibit the generation of out-of-
focus fluorescence, the performance of two-photon microscopy could still be affected
by multiple scattering. At extended penetration depths, the ability of excitation
light to reach the focus unscattered (ballistic excitation photons) and of emitted
fluorescence to reach the detector, with generation of out-of-focus fluorescence near
the surface, are placing a fundamental limit on how deep two-photon microscopy can
probe [88, 47]. Recent efforts on improving the penetration depths of two-photon
microscopy by using even longer wavelength excitation [47] or by reducing the pulse
width of excitation laser [89] (to increase two-photon fluorescence excitation yield)
has been very successful with imaging depths over 1000 µm being reported [47, 89].
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Still, those techniques are very selective on the availability of fluorescence probes that
can be excited using near-infrared light and are very technically demanding [47] to
be adopted by most biological research groups.
2.3 Optical coherence tomography
Coherence optical tomography (OCT) [36, 20] is an emerging biomedical optical imag-
ing technique that is capable of considerable high resolution and cross-sectional tomo-
graphic imaging of microstructures in biological systems. Typically, OCT can provide
micron-level axial resolution for an imaging depth up to 2−3 mm in biological tissue
depending on the optical scattering [20].
Basically, OCT uses coherence gating (i.e. interference between the back-scattered
light and a reference beam) to improve the detection of backscattered light for image
reconstruction. Optical coherence tomography can generate good contrasts as only
the backscattered light that has a well-defined optical path length and polarization
state will interfere constructively with the reference beam to generate strong fringe
signals for imaging [16] (see Fig. 2.3). In OCT, the intensity of the interferometer
exit IE can be represented by:
IE(x, z) = IS(x, z) + IR(x, z) + 2Re[Γsource(z)×h(x, z)] (2.1)
where IS and IR are the intensity at the sample and reference arms respectively, Γsource
being the source coherence function and h(x, z) is the sample response function (i.e.
determined by sample geometry and reflectivity due to refractive index mismatches).
Due to its large penetration depths, OCT has find applications in ophthalmology



















Figure 2.3: Standard OCT scheme based on a low time-coherence Michelson interferometer.
The intensity Ie of the interferometer exit depends on the sample response h(x, z) convolved
with the source coherence function Γsource(z) . LS = low time-coherence light source; PC
= personal computer. Adapted from [16].
and dermatology [68]. Notably, OCT has been heavily applied for diagnosis of various
eye diseases such as age-related macular degeneration and glaucoma [68, 15]. On
top of that, OCT has also been applied in functional imaging such as spectroscopic
imaging of tissue properties, Doppler blood flow measurement and quantification of
blood oxygenation or tissue birefringence [20]. Recently, second generation OCT,
termed optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) [91] has been very successful for
the understanding of biological parameters of the tumor microenvironment in vivo.
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Although substantially high-resolution at imaging depth up to 3 mm is readily
achievable using OCT, its lack of molecular contrast especially incompatibility with
fluorescence microscopy has restricted its applications for the study of many other
biological processes.
2.4 Photo-acoustic tomography
Photo-acoustic tomography (PAT) [97, 98], being one of the fastest-growing area
of biomedical imaging technology over the last decade, offers high-resolution three-
dimensional imaging with rich optical contrast in vivo at depths beyond the optical
transport mean free path (∼1 mm in human skin) [95]. In the photoacoustic phe-
nomenon, excitation light (short-pulsed laser is normally used for efficient ultrasound
generation) is absorbed by a material and converted to heat, and the subsequent
thermoelastic expansion generates an acoustic wave. This acoustic wave can then be
detected by using an ultrasonic detector for the reconstruction of ultrasound image.
In fluorescence mode, ultrasonic detection of pressure waves generated by the absorp-
tion of pulse light in elastic media enable high-resolution visualization of fluorescent
proteins few millimeters deep within highly light-scattering living organisms.
PAT combines the optical imaging and ultrasound imaging, enabling rich optical
contrast and high ultrasonic resolution imaging modality. Typically, the ultrasonic
scattering coefficient in tissue is 2−3 orders of magnitude less than the optical equiv-
alent. Hence, PAT can detect the ultrasonic waves even at a depth of multiple folds
larger compared to existing high-resolution optical imaging techniques, such as con-
focal microscopy and two-photon microscopy, enabling deeply penetrating functional
[96, 100] and molecular [50, 51] imaging at high spatial resolution. For instance, highly
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optimized PAT could enable high-resolution visualization of fluorescent proteins few
millimeters deep within highly light-scattering living organisms.
Nevertheless, the in-plane spatial resolution of the photo-acoustic images achiev-
able is fundamentally limited by the effective bandwidth of the ultrasonic detector
(20MHz), leading to ∼38 µm diffraction limited resolution and even worse for axial
resolution [69]. Recent higher lateral resolution around 5 µm has been reported but
at a much shallower penetration limit of 0.7 mm [95], which is not better than current
techniques such as two-photon microscopy. Furthermore, very often the specimens
have to be immersed in acoustic medium for better coupling of the propagation of
acoustic wave to the ultrasonic detector, which might not be suitable for most types
of living biological specimens.
2.5 Deconvolution
Deconvolution [55, 73] represents yet another dimension of biological imaging, within
the image reconstruction and analysis. Deconvolution approaches refer to a variety
of image improvement techniques that mathematically “deblur” or otherwise restore
the microscopic images acquired by various imaging modalities. The theory behind is
based on the concept that the image formation can be described by the 3D convolution
of the point-spread function of the imaging system and the object function (which
describe the real distribution of the contrast agents). By undoing the convolution
with an appropriate point-spread function, it is possible to retrieve the original object
function.
Deconvolution algorithm has been mainly applied to 3D images acquired with
widefield fluorescence microscope, mainly because widefield fluorescence microscopy
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lacks the optical sectioning effect of confocal microscopy and two-photon microscopy,
thus always results in excessive blurring in images especially for thick samples. De-
convolution uses mathematical algorithms to remove this blurriness in an attempt to
obtain better image quality comparable to those by confocal microscope. In other
words, deconvolution method has offered a cheaper and potentially superior alterna-
tive to confocal microscopy, while preserving the advantages of widefield fluorescence
microscopy in much faster image acquisition speed than confocal microscopy, and
thus less photobleaching to the biological samples.
Nevertheless, the effectiveness and truthfulness of deconvolution is heavily depen-
dent upon the point spread function being used; and availability of prior knowledge
of the biological samples. Very often, it is difficult to obtain the accurate point
spread function of an optical system, rendering the usage of theoretical point spread
function4 in most applications, which may produce misleading and erroneous object
function. Another issue is deconvolution usually works better on images with good
signal-to-noise ratio [63], thus limited its application for certain imaging modalities
only. For instance, confocal images captured at large penetration depths are usually
with low signal-to-noise ratio and thus not suitable to be applied with deconvolution
method.
2.6 Other recent developments
Another very promising technique, termed single plane illumination microscopy (SPIM)
[37] or light-sheet-based fluorescence microscopy [42] in which a single plane in spec-
imen is quickly scanned with a think laser beam while a camera-based detection arm
4Refer to Appendix B for an introduction to the PSF of conventional and confocal microscopy.
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records a fluorescence image at a right-angle to the illumination axis. Light-sheet-
based microscopy could greatly enhance the image acquisition speed and the image
contrast while limited the photobleaching and phototoxicity on the specimens [43, 43].
However, this technique usually requires dedicated image post-processing to improve
the spatial resolutions [42, 93] and no penetration depths significantly larger than
100 µm have been reported up to date.
Other high-resolution optical imaging techniques such 4-Pi [33] and I5M [31] mi-
croscopy based on coherent collection of fluorescence using a pair of diametrically
opposed objectives which could enhance the axial resolution by a factor of 3−7 along
the optical axis; far-field optical microscopy such as stimulated emission depletion
(STED) microscopy [14] uses superlocalized depletion of the excited state by stimu-
lated emission with few tens nanometers spatial resolution being demonstrated and
total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy uses decaying evanescent wave are
severely limited in penetration depth and thus not extensively reviewed here.
2.7 Summary
There is a considerable large gap in the development for optical microscopy techniques
that can achieve high penetration depth with subcellular spatial resolution, and there-
fore we developed Focal Modulation Microscopy (FMM) [5], a novel technique that
aims for imaging depth greater than but not limited to 0.5 mm (i.e. 500 µm) with
subcellular spatial resolution and molecular specificity. The principle of FMM will be
further elaborated in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Principles and theoretical study of
FMM
Focal modulation microscopy (FMM) is an emerging fluorescence microscopy tech-
nique for in vivo imaging of thick biological specimens. In the current chapter, we
first outlined the principles of FMM in the first section. Then, the mathematical
formulation of the principle of FMM is being presented as a foundation for the sub-
sequent theoretical studies. The theoretical PSF of FMM is also simulated and pre-
sented. In order to better understand the capability of FMM for design optimization,
we present theoretical study to assess two important parameters of FMM - termed
the signal-to-background ratio (SBR) and modulation depth (M). In section 3.2, the
scalar diffraction theory is combined with Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the
signal-to-background ratio at various penetration depths. The performance of con-
focal microscopy (CM) with a similar optical setup is also evaluated for comparison.
Lastly, various aperture configurations are being analyzed to investigate their effects
on the modulation depths of FMM in section 3.3.
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3.1 Theory of FMM
Focal modulation microscopy (FMM) [5, 99] is a novel optical microscopy technique
based on single photon excited fluorescence. It can provide sub-micron spatial reso-
lution at large penetration depth in living tissues mainly by preserving the SBR of
the image. In FMM, a phase modulator is employed to sinusoidally phase modulate
(or frequency shifting) half of the spatial extent of the excitation beam. As the beam
being tightly focused by the objective lens, interference of the both half-beams re-
sults in an intensity modulation at the same frequency around the focal volume. This
modulated excitation focus thus results in a modulated fluorescence signal from the
focal volume.
Although both the ballistic and scattered photons could reach the focal plane,
only the ballistic photons contribute to the oscillatory excitation, as they have well-
defined phase and polarization profile. Therefore, in principle, out-of-focus fluores-
cence emission should not be modulated as they are originated from scattered ex-
citation. Subsequently, a simple lock-in technique can be implemented to retrieve
the fluorescence signal excited by ballistic light and to reject the contribution from
diffusive-light-excited fluorescence. An imaging depth up to 600 µm has been demon-
strated experimentally with biological samples, showing immense potential uses of
FMM in noninvasive imaging of thick living tissue [5].
3.1.1 Mathematical description of FMM
Here we attempt to express the principle of FMM in mathematical equations. As
FMM is a technique which employs a spatial-temporal phase modulator to sinusoidally
modulate a (spatial) fraction of the excitation beam, we can define the excitation field
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at the focal plane be:
Ei(ri) = hi1 + hi2e
i2pift (3.1)
in which ri is the spatial coordinates in the aperture plane and the hi2e
i2pift term
describe the fraction of the excitation field being sinusoidally modulated (with fre-
quency f) in contrast to the unmodulated fraction hi1. The corresponding excitation
intensity at the focal spot is thus given by:
Ii(ri) = |Ei(ri)|2 = Ei(ri)×E∗i (ri) =
∣∣hi1 + hi2ei2pift∣∣× ∣∣hi1 + hi2ei2pift∣∣∗ (3.2)
Expanding the Equation 3.2., we obtained:
Ii(ri) = hi1[hi1]
∗ + hi2ei2pift[hi2ei2pift]∗ + hi1[hi2ei2pift]∗ + hi2ei2pift[hi1]∗
= |hi1|2 + |hi2|2 + 2Re(hi1h∗i2ei2pift) (3.3)
= |hi1|2 + |hi2|2 + 2|hi1h∗i2| cos(2pift)
We could observe from the last line of Equation 3.3 that the first two terms are the
fraction of excitation intensity which is unchanged over time whereas the last term
corresponds to the heterodyne intensity (i.e. FMM signal) with modulation frequency
f . This modulated excitation is resultant of interference of the 2 fractions of the
excitation beam at focal volume when the beams are focused by the objective lens,
as described previously. Subsequent synchronous detection such as lock-in detection
could therefore retrieve the heterodyne signal:
Iheterodyne = 2|hi1h∗i2| (3.4)
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originated from the focal volume.
Alternatively, we can derive the FMM excitation intensity profile analytically
through the difference of the in-phase and out-of-phase excitation intensity profile
that correspond to the maximum and minimum excitation intensity profile at the
focal volume when the two fractions of the excitation field hi1 and hi2 are interfering
constructively and destructively respectively due to the phase-shifting modulation.
In other words, the term in the cosine function in Equation 3.3 can be described as
being varying from 0 to pi, in accordance to the designated modulation frequency.
Hence, we can refer from Equation 3.3 such that:
Iin−phase = |hi1|2 + |hi2|2 + 2|hi1h∗i2| (3.5)
Iout−of−phase = |hi1|2 + |hi2|2 − 2|hi1h∗i2| (3.6)
originated from the focal volume.
Taking the difference of the Equations 3.5 and 3.6 will give us a term 4|hi1h∗i2|
which is proportional to the heterodyne signal in Equation 3.4, albeit with a factor
of 2 (can be taken care of with proper normalization). The concept of in-phase and
out-of-phase excitation intensity simplify our theoretical model in subsequent sections
(Section 3.2 and 3.3) as we can describe the FMM excitation profile as the difference
of the maximum and minimum value of the modulated intensity at the focal plane.
3.1.2 Excitation point spread function of FMM
For the better understanding of the FMM in generation of intensity modulation at
the focal volume, we can simulate the illumination intensity point spread function
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(PSF) of the FMM using the scalar diffraction theory5. For an aberration-free lens









in which J0 denotes the zero-order Bessel function and v = kNAr and u = 4kz sin
2 α
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are radial and axial normalized optical coordinates with the wavenumber k = 2pi
λ
. The
excitation beam is split into 2 fraction similar to that of annular aperture, in which
the excitation beam passed through outer ring of the annular aperture are subject to
a phase-shift varying from 0 to pi with respect to the excitation beam passed through
inner circle. Hence, the pupil function P (ρ) that describes the field distribution at
the lens aperture can be describe as:
P (ρ) =










where ρ is the normalized aperture diameter of the objective lens.
When the phase profile over the aperture is uniform (i.e. in-phase), the intensity
distribution along the optical axis will be identical to that of CM; on the other hand,
when the phase difference over the sub-aperture is pi, there will be a strong destructive
interference of the beams at the focal spot, leading to the out-of-phase intensity profile
as shown in Fig. 3.1. As described earlier, the intensity distribution of the FMM thus
is the difference of the in-phase and out-of-phase excitation intensity profile.
5An introduction to the image formation of confocal microscopy based on scalar diffraction theory
can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.1: Simulated excitation intensity profile along the axial direction of the in-phase,
out-of-phase and FMM signals based on scalar diffraction theory.
The excitation intensity distribution of the CM and FMM along the lateral direc-
tion is plot in Figure 3.2. It is worth to mention that due to the differential mechanism
of FMM, there are negative sidelobes in the excitation IPSF of the FMM, albeit with
relatively smaller magnitude compared to that of lateral IPSF. In order to extract
the FMM signal, a aperture pinhole of size slightly smaller that the central lobe (i.e.



























Figure 3.2: Simulated excitation intensity profile along lateral direction of the CM and
FMM with parameters identical to that of Fig. 3.1.
about 80% of that of the airy disk) is to be used, in order to exclude the negative
side lobes being included in the retrieved signal. These negative side lobes, if being
included in the detected signal, will dramatically reduce the contrast of the image
formed.
The detection point spread function of FMM is similar to that of CM and thus is
not being discussed here.
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3.2 Signal-to-background ratio of FMM in scatter-
ing medium
While the basic principle of FMM is straightforward and its performance has been
experimentally demonstrated, it is desirable to conduct theoretical studies to gain
further insight into this technique. In this section, we present a theoretical model
that combines the scalar diffraction theory [30] with Monte Carlo simulation [74].
The dependence of SBR on penetration depth of FMM in imaging turbid media are
examined and compared for both FMM and CM.
3.2.1 Model geometry
We consider a system geometry shown in Fig. 3.3. The collimated excitation laser
beam is focused by the objective lens L1 to a point located in a slab of turbid medium.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the refractive index is matched across
the medium surface. Fluorescence emission is collected by the same lens L1, reflected
by a dichroic mirror (DM), and focused by another lens L2 onto the detector through
a pinhole 0.8 µm in diameter. L1 and L2 have the same diameter (D = 10 mm)
and focal length (f = 9mm). A spatial phase modulator (SPM) is inserted into the
excitation light path for FMM. It consists of two concentric circular zones for intro-
ducing a relative phase delay difference varying from 0 to pi (see Fig. 3.3) periodically.
The system is reduced to CM when the SPM is removed or disabled. The optical
properties (absorption coefficient µa = 0.1 cm
−1, scattering coefficient µs = 100 cm1,
anisotropy factor g = 0.9) of the turbid medium are typical for biological soft tissues.
We assume a homogeneous distribution of fluorescent molecules, which is the only
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Figure 3.3: Model geometry of a FMM/CM setup. Annular aperture with (shaded region)
and without phase modulation is studied.
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3.2.2 Excitation rate for confocal microscopy
The excitation light, once entering the turbid medium, is separated into a ballistic
component and a scattered component. The fluorescence excitation rate for CM
consists of ballistic (CMB) and scattered (CMS) components:
ECM(rF , rM) = ECMB(rF , rM) + ECMS(rF , rM) (3.8)
where rF = (xF , yF , zF ) and rM = (xM , yM , zM) are the locations of the focal point
and fluorescent molecules, respectively. The scalar diffraction theory is used to cal-
culate the ballistic excitation rate (in polar coordinates):









Here Jo denotes the zero-order Bessel function. The normalized optical coordi-
nates v = kNAρ and u = 4k∆z sin2 α
2
are related to the normalized radius ρ =√
(xF − xM)2 + (yF − yM)2 , ∆z = zM − zF , the wave number k, and the numerical
aperture NA = sin a
f
, a being the radius of the diffraction aperture at the plane of
the objective lens. The constant C is used to normalize the total excitation power to
unity. Attenuation of the ballistic component depends on the extinction coefficient
µt = µa + µs and the penetration depth zM .
Monte Carlo simulation6 [74] is employed to obtain the scattered excitation rate
ECMS(rF , rM). Given the focal point (0, 0, zF ), photon packets with an initial weight
of one are launched at the air-turbid medium interface (z = 0). Their initial position
6For more detailed explanation on the implementations of Monte Carlo simulation of tissue
propagation in turbid media, refer to Appendix C.
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and direction are randomly assigned with the probability density function satisfying
the following conditions: a) The excitation beam intensity is uniform over the aperture
of L1, and b) the photon packets would converge to the focal point if there is no
scattering. Then the trajectory of each photon packet is randomly generated following
the standard propagation and interaction approach. The weight of a photon packet
is adjusted after each interaction:






At the same time, the ”lost” weight is deposited into that position grid as consid-
ered as being absorbed by the fluorescence molecules. A simulated trajectory ends
when the photon escapes from the slab surface or the weight drops below a preset
threshold. A large number (107) of photons are traced to find the average excitation
rate ECMS(rF , rM) for each focal depth. The contribution from the first interaction
is attributed to ballistic light and thus excluded from ECMS(rF , rM).
3.2.3 Excitation rate for focal modulation microscopy
For FMM, the equivalent excitation rate is associated with the ballistic light only:























The first term in the above equation is the excitation intensity when the two half-
beams interfere constructively and the second term corresponds to excitation intensity
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when the two half-beams interfere destructively at the focal point.
Figure 3.4: Ballistic and diffusive excitation rates for an imaging depth of 400 µm.
For an imaging depth of 400 µm, the excitation rates are compared in Fig. 3.4.





M and defocus ∆z = zM − 400 µm, while Fig. 3.4 (b) is
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|ECMB(rF (0, 0, 400 µm), rM)|, the ballistic excitation rate in the CM setup. They are
highly concentrated around the focal point and decay rapidly outside of the focal vol-
ume. Such a behavior is desirable for optical sectioning and high-resolution imaging.
On the contrary, the diffusive excitation rate |ECMS(rF (0, 0, 400 µm), rM)| for the
CM setup (Fig. 3.4 (c)) is distributed in a volume more than 4 orders of magnitude
larger than the focal volume, although the peak value is about 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than that of ballistic excitation rate.
3.2.4 Detection point-spread-function
As CM and FMM have the same detection optics, their fluorescence detection effi-
ciencies are identical. For the ballistic fluorescence light, the detection efficiency is
given by:















where the two-dimensional integration is over S, the image of the pinhole in the
medium and centered at rF . The optical coordinates v
′ and ′ are normalized radial
and axial distances between rM and the point (x, y, zM) within S. θ is half of the
angular aperture of L1.
Scattered fluorescence photons are again simulated by the use of Monte Carlo
method. Photon packets are launched from a point (0, 0, zM) with the initial direction
uniformly sampled. Trajectory of propagation and scattering steps for each photon is
generated using the standard Monte Carlo approaches. Photons emerging from the
surface without scattering are discarded. Scattered photons, once crossed the upper
medium surface, are traced using geometric optics. In order to enhance the simulation
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efficiency by reusing the trajectories, we actually deploy an array of detectors after
L2. The detector array consists of 101 planes along the optical axis, corresponding to
focal depths sampled every 10 µm from 0 to 10 mm in the medium. Each detection
plane has a sensing area 1mm in diameter and it is divided into a grid of 1 µm by
1 µm pixels. A photon captured by the pixel at rdet adds a normalized weight to the
scattered detection efficiency:




Here W is the weight of the photon packet, SP is the pinhole area in µm
2 and N is the
total number of photons launched, and rF is the conjugate point of rdet in the medium.
Figure 3.5: Scattered detection efficiency as a function of (a) focus point or (b) molecular
target position.
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Shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) is DS(rF , rM = (0, 0, 400 µm)) as a function of rF and
zF , obtained with 10
6 simulated photons. The simulation is repeated for the emitter
depth range from 0 to 1 mm, at an incremental step of 10 µm. Then the results
are combined to generate the spatial distribution as a function of rM and zM , for
any given focal depth zF . Shown in Fig. 3.5 (b) is DS(rF = (0, 0, 400 µm), rM), the
scattered detection efficiency when the focal point is 400 µm deep.
3.2.5 Formulation for signal-to-background ratio for CM and
FMM
When the excitation and detection optics are focused at rF , the total CM signal can
be expressed as a sum of four terms:
ICM(rF ) =
∫ ∫ ∫
drM {ECMB(rF , rM) + ECMS(rF , rM)}
×{DB(rF , rM) +DS(rF , rM)} (3.14)
= IBBCM(rF ) + I
SB
CM(rF ) + I
BS
CM(rF ) + I
SS
CM(rF )
Here IBBCM(rF ) =
∫∫∫
drMECMB(rF , rM)×DB(rF , rM) is related to ballistic excitation
and ballistic fluorescence photons, and is the desired signal. All the three-dimensional
integrals are over the entire volume of the turbid medium. The other three terms
contribute to background signal IBKCM(rF ) = I
SB
CM(rF ) + I
BS
CM(rF ) + I
SS
CM(rF ), that is










drM [ECMB(rF , rM)DS(rF .rM) + ECMS(rF , rM)DB(rF .rM)
+ECMS(rF , rM)DS(rF .rM)] = I
SB
CM(rF ) + I
BS
CM(rF ) + I
SS
CM(rF ) (3.16)
The total FMM signal is given by
IFMM(rF ) =
∫ ∫ ∫
drM [EFMM(rF , rM)DB(rF .rM) + EFMM(rF , rM)DS(rF .rM)]
= IBBFMM(rF ) + I
BS
FMM(rF ) (3.17)






drMEFMM(rF , rM)DB(rF .rM)∫∫∫
drMEFMM(rF , rM)DS(rF .rM)
(3.18)
3.2.6 Discussions and summary
Various CM and FMM signals are compared in Fig. 3.6 (a). IBBCM and I
BB
FMM decay
exponentially with the focal depth, as they are related to ballistic light only. IBBFMM is
slightly weaker than IBBCM since the modulation depth is always smaller than one. The
CM background is dominated by ISSCM , which becomes stronger than I
BB
CM for imaging
depths beyond 200 µm. However, the FMM background IBSFMM is significantly lower
than the FMM signal IBBFMM within the depth range from 100 µm to 900 µm. One
may also notice that ISBFMM BSCM . This is due to the fact that the 3D integral of the
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Figure 3.6: Normalized intensity and signal-to-background ratio for various depths. (a)
FMM signals IBBFMM (dashed-dotted) and I
SB
FMM (asterisks) compared with CM signals I
BB
CM




CM (circles), and I
SS
CM (pluses); (b) SBR for FMM
(circles) and CM (asterisks).
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FMM excitation rate is zero. The signal-to-background ratios are plotted as functions
of penetration depth in Fig. 3.6 (b). It is obvious that FMM provides a much better
SBR than CM even for very small imaging depths. For a large imaging depth up
to 900 µm, SBRFMM is maintained at around 20 dB. However, I
BK
CM leads to shot
noise in FMM, and the signal-to-noise ratio is estimated around 30 dB at the imaging
depth around 600 µm, assuming a 5 mW excitation power and an integration time
of 1 second. It is reasonable to expect that a better than 10 dB signal to background
ratio should be achievable for an imaging depth up to 2 mm.
In summary, we have developed a theoretical model combining the scalar diffrac-
tion theory and Monte Carlo methods. The signal to background ratio of FMM is
evaluated with such a model and is compared with that of CM. It is evident that
SBR is not a limiting factor for an imaging depth as large as 900 µm. Our model
can also be used to analyze other performances such as 3D point spread function and
signal-to-noise ratio of FMM.
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3.3 Effect of aperture configurations on the mod-
ulation depth of FMM
Another important parameter in FMM is the modulation depth, which can be defined
as the ratio of the intensity of the modulated fluorescence signal (i.e. ac component)
to the average intensity (i.e. dc component) collected by the aperture pinhole when
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exciting a fluorescence-stained specimen. Modulation depth is crucial in designing
illumination aperture for FMM because it determines the efficiency of FMM signal
generation with respect to the total excitation loading on the sample. Theoretically,
a larger modulation depth will give us better contrast for a given background fluores-
cence and therefore improvement in the signal-to-background ratio in the image. In
addition, a larger modulation depth allows us to reduce the threshold of excitation
power for optical image quality when probing deep into thick living specimens, which
is crucial in minimizing the probability of photobleaching and phototoxicity resulted
from higher excitation power.
In this section, we first describe the definition of modulation depth and the ana-
lytical expression for its calculation in FMM. In particular, different aperture designs
are being considered to compare their effectiveness in generating high modulation
depth. The spatial resolutions correspond to each aperture are also presented with
some concluding remarks at the end.
3.3.1 Definition of modulation depth for FMM
As described earlier, the modulation depth (M) of FMM can be defined as the ratio
of the intensity of the modulated fluorescence signal (i.e. ac component) to the
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Here I denotes the signal intensity at the pinhole detector. In FMM, the illumina-
tion apertures consists of, non-modulated and modulated zones due to spatial phase
modulator, as shown in Fig. 3.7, in which the green regions having a constant phase
delay while the light passing through the blue regions is subject to a time-varying
phase delay. The relative phase delay ϕ(t) between the green and blue regions varies
from 0 to pi phase shift. All the apertures are designed such that the total area of
the modulated regions equal to that of the unmodulated regions, in order to have
maximum modulation efficiency.
In section 3.2, we already described the 3D illumination point spread function
(IPSF) after the objectives based on scalar diffraction theory. Assuming the wavefront
of the illumination beams is uniform before spatial phase modulator, we can obtain
the IPSF of CM and FMM using the following equation in Cartesian coordinates:
E(x, y, z, t) =
∣∣∣∣∫∫
A
P (x′, y′, t)e{ ikf (x2+y2)− ik2z [(x−x′)2+(y−y′)2]}dx′dy′
∣∣∣∣2 (3.20)
where A is the open area of the aperture and P (x′, y′, t) is the instantaneous phase
profile of the spatial phase modulator, which varies with time t according to desig-
nated modulation frequency. The lateral and axial coordinates x,y, and z are in the
image space while x′ and y′ indicate the position in the aperture A. The wavenumber
k is related to the wavelength of the illumination λ as k = 2pi
λ
and f is the focal length
of the objective. Then, the intensity on the detector I(t) can be expressed as:
I(t) =
∫ ∫ ∫
E(x, y, z, t)×{|hD(x, y, z)|2⊗2D(x, y)} dxdydz (3.21)
where hD(x, y, z) is the amplitude point spread function of the detection optics,
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D(x, y) is the sensitivity function for the detector and is related to the size of the
aperture pinhole in front of the detector.
Thus, when the phase over the apertures is uniform (i.e. ϕ(t) = 0), a strong con-
structive interference at the focal spot of the objectives is expected and the detected
signal at the central focal spot will reach the maximum, which is also identical to
that of CM. For CM, the phase profile is uniform (i.e. P (x′, y′, t) = 1) and thus the
IPSF is simply:
ECM(x, y, z) =
∣∣∣∣∫∫
A











{|hD(x, y, z)|2⊗2D(x, y)} dxdydz (3.23)
On the other hand, when the relative phase delay of the modulated and unmodulated
beams ϕ(t) is equal to pi, a strong destructive interference will occur at the central
spot of the point spread function of the illumination beams (i.e. within the first zeroth
of the IPSF of FMM) and the detected intensity approximately reach the minimum
(i.e. Imin), with high-intensity negative side lobes appearing immediately outside the
central focal spot. At such, we can define the effective FMM intensity point spread
function as the difference of the intensity at the central focal spot for illumination
with uniform phase (i.e. Imax) and that of modulated phase apertures (i.e. Imin);
which can be easily shown to be proportionally equal to the FMM intensity detected
using heterodyne detection in real implementation. Here, we outline the equations
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for the illumination PSF of FMM:















{|hD(x, y, z)|2⊗2D(x, y)} dxdydz (3.25)
Finally, the modulation depth of FMM can be easily calculated using equations above.
It is important to understand that the total intensity loading on the focal plane
inside the sample (as well as the whole sample) is always uniform regardless of the
relative phase-delay of the patterned illumination beam, and the detection pinhole
(as well as its size) is crucial in collecting only the intensity-modulated fluorescence
emission from the focal volume (i.e. within proximal region of the first zeroth of the
IPSF). Else, the total intensity of FMM signal over the focal plane will always be
zero, in order word, zero modulation depth. It has already been shown by Chen et al.
[5] that the modulation depth of FMM diminishes with the size of aperture pinhole,
highlighting the important role of the pinhole size in FMM technique.
3.3.2 Principles of apertures selection
There are two main considerations when deciding the optimal aperture for FMM.
The first principle is the equality of the areas for modulated and non-modulated
sub-aperture zones in the apertures. The modulated and non-modulated beams will
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interfere with each other at focal plane when they are focused by an objective. Ac-
cording to the theory of interference, the intensity of interference is:
ITotal = Inon + Imod + 2
√
InonImod cos (∆φmod) (3.26)
where ∆φmod is the phase difference between the modulated (i.e. Inon) and non-
modulated (i.e. Imod) sub-sections of the illumination beam ranging from 0 to pi.
It is only when Inon and Imod are equal that the last term in Equation 3.26, which
corresponds to modulated intensity at focal point will have maximum value. This
modulation signals can then be retrieved via heterodyne detection. The first two
terms in Equation 3.26 corresponds to dc components of the fluorescence signals.
The second principle is manufacturability of the phase mask. The chosen pat-
terned aperture should be easy to be manufactured because the aperture of FMM is
so small (i.e. to be filled by illumination beam with diameter around few millimeters)
that it is difficult to manufacture accurately for complex pattern. It is also because
of this principle that the general methods of optimization are impractical in this ap-
plication because the optimized patterned aperture may be difficult to be fabricated.
In short, aperture designs that could give us optimal modulation depth and yet not
too demanding for fabrication process will be considered here.
Based on the principles described above, three kinds of apertures with 2, 4 and
6 zones (shown in Fig. 3.7) are selected and their corresponding modulation depths
are presented.
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3.3.3 Simulation results
Here we present the simulation results based on analytical expressions described in the
previous section. Typical system parameters are being used in our simulation. The
laser wavelength is 633 nm. For simplicity, we assume the objective lens L1 and the
collection lens L2 are identical and have the same numerical aperture of 0.55, and the
excitation and emission lights have same wavelength as well. The pinhole diameter is
0.8 µm, about 0.6 dAiry (dAiry is the diameter of Airy disk). Eight apertures (see Fig.
3.7), including three annular apertures, three fan-shaped apertures and two stripe-
shaped apertures, are investigated. These apertures are selected as they are easier to
be fabricated with high precision.
The effective illumination IPSFs for different apertures calculated using equations
described in section 3.3.1 are presented in Fig. 3.8. They are displayed as enface
(upper row) and cross-sectional (lower row) 2D images around the focal point. Fig.
3.8 (a) are the effective IPSFs for annular apertures of two zones (left column), four
zones (middle column), and six zones (right column), respectively. The results for
fan-shaped and stripe-shaped apertures are arranged in a similar way in Fig. 3.8
(b) and (c). The coordinates of the figures vx, vy and u are related to the practical




the numerical aperture of objective lens, α is the semi-angle aperture of the objective
lens. The illumination IPSFs of FMM can be negative for some regions outside central
focal volume due to differential excitation mechanism of FMM. If these negative side
lobes are allowed to be included in the FMM image formation (i.e. by enlarging the
detection pinhole), the FMM signals will diminish and become ineffective [5].
From the IPSFs in Fig. 3.8, we can calculate the modulation depth using the
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Figure 3.7: Configurations of SPM apertures that are being examined. The areas with
green color are non-modulated, and those with blue are modulated; both fractions are to
be equal in total area. According to the first principle of aperture selection, the internal
radii of annular apertures are r√
2



















6 for 6-zone annular aperture. Similarly, the widths
for stripe apertures are a≈0.404r for 4-zone stripe aperture and b1≈0.215r, b2≈0.338r for
6-zone stripe aperture. r is the external radius of aperture.
method described in section 3.3.1. The calculated modulation depth for the inves-
tigated apertures is shown in Table 3.1. Additionally, the lateral and axial spatial
resolutions achievable are also expressed in FWHM (see Table 3.2), which is the di-
ameter of the central spot where the intensity drops beyond half of the maximum.
Basically, there are no significant differences between the achievable spatial resolu-
tions in both lateral and axial directions.
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Figure 3.8: IPSFs for (a) annular, (b) fan shape and (c) stripe shape apertures. In (a)
and (b) the first, second and third columns are corresponding to two, four, and six zones.
In (c) The result of two zones is omitted because it is the same as the two-zone fan-shape
aperture. The icon on the top-right of each graph is the corresponding aperture shape.
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Table 3.1: Modulation depths for various aperture patterns.
Aperture pattern 2-zones 4-zones 6-zones
Annular 0.4455 0.7573 0.8654
Fan 0.3612 0.6019 0.7619
Stripes 0.3612 0.6906 0.8140
Table 3.2: Lateral and axial spatial resolution for various aperture patterns.
Aperture pattern 2-zones 4-zones 6-zones
Lateral Annular 2.6657 2.6889 2.6922
Fan 2.6942 2.6966 2.6968
Stripes 2.6942 2.6957 2.6957
Axial Annular 6.6923 7.6993 7.8980
Fan 8.0565 8.0563 8.0567
Stripes 8.0565 8.0599 8.0593
3.3.4 Conclusion and discussions
In the current study, we aim at investigating the effectiveness of various aperture
patterns with respect to achieving higher modulation depth for FMM that are im-
portant for subsequent characterization of FMM performances. We compare the
effective modulation depths and achievable spatial resolutions for these aperture pat-
terns through analytical calculations. According to the simulation results, several
conclusions can be made.
First, with the number of zones increasing from 2 to 6, the modulation depths of
the three types of apertures increase from 0.3∼0.4 to 0.75∼0.85, as shown in Table 3.1.
This is because there are negative side lobes in the effective IPSF as FMM is based
on differential excitation mechanism (see Fig. 3.8). In the cases of aperture with two
zones, the negative side lobes appear very close to the positive main lobe and their
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absolute peak values are greater than 0.4 (normalized to the main lobe peak value).
Such behavior lead to reduced FMM signal if these negative side lobes are included
in FMM image formation. Alternatively, we can implement smaller detection pinhole
to exclude these negative side lobes, which at the same time reducing FMM signals
from central spot then. By increasing the number of zones in the SPM aperture,
however, we can disperse the negative side lobes, moving their peak positions slightly
away from the focus and reducing their magnitudes. Then, we have greater flexibility
in selecting larger detection pinhole to capture maximum FMM signals from central
focal spot. This is generally true for annular, fan-shape, and stripe-shape apertures.
Second, it is observed that there is slight degradation (from 6.7 to 7.9) for the
axial resolution of annular aperture when the modulation depth is being increased
by changing the number of zones from 2 to 6, and almost no influence to the axial
resolutions of other type of apertures, which is shown in Table 3.2. Previously, it
has been shown that CM with an annular aperture and a point detector will result
in improvement of lateral spatial resolution at the cost of degradation of optical
sectioning strength (i.e. axial resolution) [77]. However, using a finite sized pinhole,
annular aperture could give us improvement of axial resolution as well [27]. The effect
of size of pinhole detector on the axial resolution of FMM with annular aperture as
the number of zones increase is thus worth to be further investigated but out of the
scope of the current study.
Last but not least, from the standpoint of modulation depth and axial resolution,
the annular apertures are superior to the fan shape and stripe shape apertures, while
all types of apertures have approximately same performance in achievable lateral
resolutions. This is expected because neither the fan-shape nor the stripe-shape
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apertures have noticeable negative side lobes in the axial direction (Fig. 3.8 (b) and
(c)), while the annular apertures result in strong negative side lobes along the optical
axis (Fig. 3.8 (a)). There are strong side lobes in the focal plane for the fan-shaped
and stripe-shaped apertures because of their circular asymmetry and therefore they
have better resolving power in certain directions, such as, y direction for fan shape
and stripe shape apertures (see Fig. 3.8 (b) and (c)). Nevertheless, we choose the
poorest resolution in the lateral directions as the lateral resolution in the focal plane.
With such a definition, we found no significant improvement of the lateral resolution.
In summary, under the given numerical aperture, wavelength and pinhole size, the
modulation depth can be improved considerably with negligible influence on spatial
resolutions by increasing the number of zones. However, the cost of fabricating the
synthesized aperture has to be considered because the more zones the aperture has,
the higher the difficulty level for the fabrication process. Our study has also added
important knowledge on designing FMM system in order to be efficient in improving
background rejection when visualizing thick biological specimens.
Chapter 4
A tilting-plate phase modulator for
FMM
Focal modulation microscopy (FMM) is an emerging advanced microscopy technique
for fluorescence visualization of thick biological tissue in vivo. As described in earlier
chapter, a spatial phase modulator (SPM) is inserted at the illumination path to
induce an intensity modulation at the focal point of the objective. Thus, SPM plays
a critical role in determining the actual performance of FMM. Here, we describe an
implementation of a simple spatial phase modulator based on a tilting glass plate that
provides superb modulation stability. Validation of this modulation scheme proved
that modulation frequency up to 1 kHz has been achieved with high stability. We
also examined the improvement of the image quality for the FMM with this SPM.
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4.1 Introduction
Focal modulation microscopy (FMM) is a novel technique that uses coherence gating
in the excitation beam to augment the spatial gating provided by a pinhole detector
[5]. A SPM is inserted into the illumination path before the objective lens to pe-
riodically phase modulate one segment of the excitation beam, while the remaining
segment of the beam that is unaltered, acting as a stationary phase reference. When
the two segment of the beam being phase modulated with time-varying phase-shift
with respect to each other, are brought together by an objective, an oscillatory ex-
citation mainly at the focal volume will be induced. Spatial gating via a pinhole is
utilized to pick up the oscillatory fluorescence signal that is linked to the ballistic
excitation photons concentrated at the focal point, rather than the multiple scattered
excitation photons.
FMM image quality is fundamentally determined by the performance of the mod-
ulation scheme. A stable modulation scheme is necessary to avoid signal fluctuation
due to external vibration and mechanical drifts, especially for intensity-based fluo-
rescence microscopy. In this chapter, we report on the development of a tilting plate
transmission mode phase modulator. The FMM modulation/excitation pathway is
first discussed in section 4.2. Then, in section 4.3, we further describe two different
designs for the spatial phase modulator with detailed technical presentation. Imple-
mentation and validation of the new phase modulator are then reported in section
4.4. We also present results on imaging fluorescence-labeled chicken cartilage using
our FMM prototype.
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4.2 Phase modulation at illumination path
The principle of FMM has been described extensively in previous chapter. However,
there are multiple ways of implementing FMM, as we will describe each of them in the
subsequent chapters; here we give a brief description of the FMM working principle,
which underscores the technical efforts relevant to the implementation of the current
SPM in this chapter.
In FMM, improved imaging depth is achieved mainly due to preservation of image
contrast by combining focal spot modulation and spatial gating. In particular, FMM
focal sport modulation is achieved by altering the phase front of the illumination
beam. As a result of the effect of interference, when the beam is focused by an
objective lens, strong intensity modulation is generated mainly at the focal spot
region. A pinhole of appropriate size can be used to select the resultant modulated
fluorescence signal, which is readily distinguishable from the stationary background
generated by scattered photons though demodulation.
A FMM setup maintains much resemblance to a CM. A FMM setup can be simply
configured from a conventional CM through insertion of a spatial phase modulator
into the excitation path. Fig. 4.1 shows the FMM excitation light path and a circular
bisected excitation pupil with the shaded region indicating the phase-modulated sec-
tor. The resultant focal spot intensity is modulated through interference effect after
the two halves of the modified pupil are brought into focus at the focal spot.
One of the major challenges in setting up an optimized FMM lies in the design of a
modulator that admits half of the excitation beam unmodified while phase modulating
the remaining portion. The problem is further complicated as this key element is not
readily available off-the-shelf or modified from an existing interferometer, justifying
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Figure 4.1: Aperture configuration for tilting-plate FMM. (a) Bisected back aperture of
the aperture. (b) Illumination light path in FMM with a spatial phase modulator. Half of
the beam (shaded areas) is subject to periodic phase modulation. Adapted from [99].
the necessity to introduce a specially design modulator for this particular application.
4.3 Design of a spatial phase modulator based on
tilting plate
As described in our first publication of FMM [5], a double-mirror reflective phase
modulator with one being static and another being mounted onto and driven period-
ically by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) (NEC AE0203D08) in order to introduce
a phase delay on one segment of the beam as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The two mirrors
are aligned close to each other, and their reflective surfaces are adjusted to be parallel
to each other. A 5 kHz signal is fed to PZT actuator. The phase difference is given
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(2A cos(2pift) cos(θ) + Lo) (4.1)
where λ is the excitation wavelength, θ is the incidence angle, f is the modulation
frequency, Lo is the initial optical path length difference between the fractions of the
beam reflecting by both mirrors, and A is the amplitude of the PZT displacement
proportional to the driving voltage. An intensity modulation with modulation fre-
quency up to 10 kHz can be generated. However, this modulation scheme suffers from
two major instabilities. First, it is difficult to maintain the parallelism of the two-
half beam over an extended period as the two mirrors are mounted on two different
mounts and their orientations may drift independently. The loss of parallelism of the
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mirrors could alter the wavefront of the two-half beams and hence significantly re-
duced the modulation efficiency. Secondly, the presence of energy spillage over higher
harmonics modulation apart from first harmonic in this modulation scheme, mainly
due to mechanical drifting and oscillation of the modulator setup [99]. These will
lead to drifting of the initial optical path length difference of the two fractions of
the beam reflecting by two mirrors that could hampered the modulation efficiency, as
only the signal modulated at the fundamental frequency are being retrieved for image
reconstruction. This fluctuation of modulation efficiency at different harmonics could
contribute to false information on the reconstructed image especially in intensity-
based fluorescence microscopy. In Fig. 4.3, the effect of optical path length difference
drifting to the FMM images is presented. The sample used is chicken cartilage speci-
men of thickness about 1 mm stained with lipophilic cyanine dye, DiR. It is observed
that significant drops in signal level as well as image contrast in the lower section of
the image (i.e. dimmer region) due to the drifting.
Hence, an improved modulator setup based on tilting plate is being designed to
tackle the issues aforementioned. In this modulator, a 1 mm thick glass plate is
slotted into the cut groove in the galvanometer scanner and placed in the excitation
light path to intersect half of the beam. The half-beam though the glass plate is
subject to a phase delay compared to the other half-beam that is not altered (see
Fig. 4.4). However, two half-beams are always parallel to each other given the glass
plate is homogenous and both surfaces are parallel. Differential modulation of the
beam optical path length is achieved when the glass plate is tilted with a time-varying
angle.
A theoretical analysis of the moving plate phase modulator will give the phase
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Figure 4.3: Fluorescence image of chicken chondrocyte captured at penetration depth
around 200 µm showing the effect of drifting optical path length difference (i.e. the bottom
section of the figure appears darker due to partial loss of FMM signals). Adapted from [99].
Scale bar is 20 µm.






n2 − sin2α(t)− cosα(t)
)
(4.2)
where D is the glass plate thickness, λ is the excitation wavelength, n is the refrac-
tive index of glass, and α is the tilting angle as a function of time t. Operation and
mechanical constraints determine individual parameter values, which are indirectly
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Figure 4.4: Phase modulation scheme implemented using a galvanometer scanner. (a) Glass
plate mounted on a galvanometer, aligned so that half of the excitation beam (indicated by
gray circle) intersecting it. (b) Optical paths of one of the half-beam propagating through
the glass plate (dashed lines) and another half-beam propagating in air (solid lines). A slight
translation is observed for the half-beam propagating through the glass plate. Adapted from
[99].
linked to the modulation frequency and strength. Given the nonlinear equation ob-
tained, it is essential that the tilting angle range to be small to ensure quasi-linear
operation. However, the total optical path length change within one period of angular
scan is usually much greater than the wavelength. As a result, the initial phase dif-
ference ϕ(0) has little impact on the interference signal spectrum, unlike the previous
double-mirrors reflective phase modulator.
4.4 Experimental results
The phase modulation and resultant intensity modulation using the tilting plate mod-
ulator were verified experimentally. A beam sampler was setup along the excitation
pathway to direct a small portion of the modulated beam that is focused via a collect-
ing lens to a fiber pinhole. The galvanometer is driven by a 5 Hz triangle wave and
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Figure 4.5: Measured intensity modulation using the tilting plate spatial phase modulator.
the initial tilting angle of the glass plate is about 45◦. A New Focus balanced receiver
(Model 2107) subsequently converts the light modulation into an electrical signal,
which is captured by an oscilloscope (see Fig. 4.5). The modulation frequency was
measured around 1 kHz, which can be adjusted by varying the galvanometer driving
frequency and/or amplitude. The amplitude of the modulation signal showed long-
term stability, and the waveform was immune to distortions caused by mechanical
vibration and drifting.
The tilting plate phase modulator was employed to obtain optically sectioned im-
ages in a modified FMM setup. A DiR-labeled chicken cartilage sample in which
the cell membranes of chondrocytes are being stained, is used for the imaging [41].
Images were obtained at an approximate depth of 400 µm, and the superior optical
sectioning strength of FMM is demonstrated (Fig. 4.6). From the magnified image,
individual chondrocytes are indistinguishable in the confocal images [Fig. 4.6 (a) and
(c)], while they remain resolvable for the FMM images [Fig. 4.6(b) and (d)]. Confocal
images exhibit a severe degree of blurring, as evidenced in the background. Increased
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scattering is the major source for the poor image quality.
Figure 4.6: Confocal (a) and FMM (b) images of chondrocytes obtained from chicken
cartilage at a depth of 400 µm. (c) and (d) show the view of the boxed regions in (a) and
(b) respectively but with higher magnification. Scale bar 20 µm.
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4.5 Summary
A tilting plate modulator has been designed, principally to increase the stability of the
focal intensity modulation of the excitation light. The improved stability of spatial
phase modulation comes from the simplified design, in which the parallelism of two
excitation-half-beams is maintained over time. The tilting plate modulator is much
less sensitive to mechanical drifting and vibration compared with our previous design
with double reflecting mirrors. In addition, there is no need to adjust the initial
phase difference to maintain the modulation depth at the fundamental frequency. It
is worth noting that the modulation frequency can be two orders higher than the
driving signal frequency. The 1 kHz fringe signal in Fig. 4.3 corresponds to a 5 Hz
driving signal. A high-speed galvanometer would allow us to generate a fringe signal
close to 1 MHz, which is desirable for fast image acquisition.
The new modulator is also much more versatile in adjustment in comparison to
the old design. Tuning for better modulation strength is achieved simply by adjust-
ing a single glass plate, while the old construction would require the aligning of two
separate mirror plate with respect to itself and to the incoming light. The operation
parameters are tightly coupled and would entail tedious adjustment effort. In com-
parison, the tilting plate modulator allowed for much greater ease in adjustment, and
strong stable modulation strength is much more easily achieved. To conclude, we have
developed a simple spatial phase modulator that has shown superior characteristics
for application to focal modulation microscopy. A FMM system incorporating such
a phase modulator has demonstrated good image quality and deep penetration.
Chapter 5
FMM based on acousto-optical
modulators
The development of a high-speed FMM based on acousto-optical modulators is pre-
sented with its design and implementation (Section 5.1, 5.2). This new system has
significant improvement in modulation frequency over our previous prototypes (dis-
cussed in Chapter 4) and has been validated by imaging vasculatures in mouse brain
as well as self-made tissue phantoms (Section 5.3, 5.4).
5.1 Introduction
In recent development of fluorescence microscopy, the extent of out-of-focus fluores-
cence background is vital in determining the penetration depth achievable in visualiza-
tion of biological tissues [74, 88]. Even conventional Confocal Microscopy (CM) with
a detection pinhole to reject out-of-focus fluorescence is limited to use near the tissue
surface (tens of microns) as multiple scattering dominates at large depths which could
64
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obscure the in-focus details and diminish the appreciable imaging contrast [8]. In
multi-photon microscopy (MPM), nonlinear light-matter interaction is being utilized
to concentrate the fluorescence excitation in a submicron focal volume that greatly
suppressed the out-of-focus excitation and thus could increase the imaging depth up
to 1 mm [34, 72, 87, 10]. However, MPM uses expensive pulse laser. Furthermore,
the concern of nonlinear photon-damage/photobleaching [64] and availability of fluo-
rescence probes with large “two-photon absorption cross-section” make single-photon
excitation sometimes favored. Another rapidly developed technique termed photo-
acoustic tomography (PAT) [69, 105] based on ultrasonic detection of pressure waves
generated by the absorption of pulse light in elastic media also enable high-resolution
visualization of absorbers a few millimeters deep within highly light-scattering liv-
ing organisms. However, the in-plane spatial resolution of the photo-acoustic images
achievable is limited by the effective bandwidth of the ultrasonic detector (20 MHz);
leading to few tenths microns ∼38 µm diffraction limited spatial resolution and even
worse for axial resolution [69]. Dynamic speckle illumination microscopy (DSI) [92]
presents a simple yet robust technique to obtain optical sectioning and out-of-focus
background rejection with a widefield microscope coupled with speckle illumination
and spatial wavelet prefiltering. However, there are no demonstrations of DSI imag-
ing with penetration depth larger than 100 µm up to date. Structured illumination
microscopy (SI) [61] is another widefield microscopy technique that could improve
the spatial resolutions up to 2 folds of that of CM by exploiting the interference
patterns in the images captured at different angles corresponding to the illumination
diffraction gratings. However, SI is limited in acquisition times due to requirement
of capturing multiple images, and no penetration depths larger than 100 µm have
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been demonstrated as well. Other super-resolution optical imaging techniques such
as stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [33] which uses superlocalized
depletion of the excited state by stimulated emission with few tens nanometers spatial
resolution being demonstrated are severely limited in penetration depth to few tenths
microns and limited for deep imaging applications.
Focal Modulation Microscopy [5, 99] is an emerging fluorescence microscopy tech-
nique that can provide sub-micron spatial resolution at large penetration depths
in highly scattering media such as biological tissues by preserving the signal-to-
background ratio. In FMM, intensity modulation at focal point is being induced
by interference of two periodically phase modulated (or frequency-shifted) excitation
beams, which are spatially separated except when brought to the focal point by the
objective lens. Ballistic photons contribute mainly to the oscillatory excitation con-
fined exclusively at the focal point as they have well defined phase and polarization
compared to scattered photons, though both of them could reach the focal point.
The fluorescence emission from the sample is modulated at the same frequency as
excitation. Subsequently, by implementing a lock-in technique to demodulate the
fluorescence signal collected by the pinhole detector, we can effectively remove flu-
orescence signal excited by diffusive photons. Experimental [5, 99] and theoretical
studies [7] of FMM have shown its immense potential in noninvasive imaging of thick
biological samples. In previous chapter, we reported our FMM system implemented
using tilting plate phase modulator [70] and modulation frequency up to a few kHz has
been achieved. However, compared to most commercial laser scanning microscopes
with microsecond pixel dwell time, that modulation frequency presents a fundamen-
tal limit on the imaging speed, temporal resolution and imaging throughput we can


















Figure 5.1: Setup for a FMM implemented using acousto-optical modulators. Laser beam
is split by a beam splitter (BS) in which light beam in each arm undergoing frequency
shifting by two acoustic-optical modulators (AOM) with different resonance frequencies.
Phase-shifted beams are reflected back to the BS by retroreflectors (R1 and R2). They are
aligned in parallel non-overlapping manner when being split second times at BS in which
one combined beam will be used to generate a reference signal while another combined
beam is directed to the scanning unit of Olympus FV300 to excite the samples through the
objective lens (OBJ). PD is a photodetector and M is a mirror.
attain. In this chapter we would like to describe a novel implementation of FMM
with AOMs onto a commercial Confocal Microscope and demonstrate the improved
image acquisition speed and quality.
5.2 System design
Our FMM system is based on an Olympus FV300 confocal microscope. The main
modification on the optical part is a spatial phase modulator (based on AOMs) in-
serted into the excitation beam path to periodically phase modulate the two excitation
beams (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.2: The setup as mounted on lab-bench.
5.2.1 Optical setup
The coherent laser beam is first split by a beam splitter into two beams which then
passes through two AOMs (M080-2B/F-GH2) with slightly different resonance fre-
quencies (i.e. f1 and f2) where they undergo zeroth- and first-order diffractions. The
first-order diffracted beams which are Doppler shifted at the f1 and f2 on each arm.
They are reflected with slight lateral displacement using retroreflectors to return to
the same AOMs and then are recombined at beam splitter. It is important to note
that the two beams at the moment are Doppler shifted at twice the resonance fre-
quencies of the AOMs respectively as they passed through the AOMs twice. Part of
the combined beam is directed towards a fiber-optic photodetector, which generates
a reference signal at the optical beating frequency of 2(f1 − f2). The remaining part
of the modulated laser beam is directed to the scanning unit of a conventional CM
(Olympus FV300) to excite the biological sample stained with fluorescence probes.
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Figure 5.3: Flow diagrams showing the signal-processing pathway.
Fig. 5.2 shows a photograph of the actual breadboard-mounted optical setup for the
modulation scheme.
5.2.2 Detection of FMM signal
The fluorescence emissions are then detected by the built-in PMT detector (Hama-
matsu R3896) behind a confocal pinhole. The PMT output is preamplified before
feeding to an I/Q demodulator7, where the oscillatory component at the beating fre-
quency is picked up by mixing with the reference signal. The demodulated signal is
further enhanced by the low-frequency amplifier and is then fed to the data acquisition
device of the FV300 system (see Fig. 5.3 for the signal processing pathway).
The detailed implementation of the filtering, amplification and demodulation of
the collected fluorescence signal with the electronic components in use is presented in
Fig. 5.4.
7The I/Q demodulator being the core component in the detection of FMM signal will be described
in Appendix D.











































Figure 5.4: Schematic of the implemented signal processing circuits and the on board elec-
tronic components (and their model type) for the filtering, amplification and demodulation
of the collected fluorescence signal to retrieve the FMM signal.
The two AOMs we are using have resonant frequencies of 75 MHz and 80 MHz,
respectively, resulting in a modulation frequency of 10 MHz. In principle, such a high
modulation frequency allows a pixel dwell time as short as 0.1 microseconds. This
instrument is a significant improvement in term of imaging speed, stability and noise
level compared with the prototype setup we reported previously [5, 99]. CM and FMM
images can be captured simultaneously with the same acquisition speed using our
current system. The effectiveness of FMM in improving image quality is demonstrated
by imaging blood vessels in mouse brain labeled with lipophilic carbocyanine dye DiI
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(‘DiI’, DiIC18(3), EX570/EM590, Invitrogen) and self-made tissue phantom.
5.3 Characterization of the point-spread-function
of AOM-based FMM
In order to validate the system actual performance, we first measure the fluorescence
intensity point spread function of the FMM empirically. One of the most commonly
used methods for measuring the PSF of an optical system is by imaging fluorescence




. Typically, fluorescence beads of size 2 − 3 times smaller than
dresolution should be used to give an accurate estimation of the PSF.
Here, fluorescence beads (TransFluoSpheres R© carboxylate-modified microspheres,
diameter of 0.1 µm) with an optimum excitation wavelength of 488 nm and emission
wavelength of 560 nm are being used. For the imaging of the fluorescence beads fixed
on a microscope slide surface, Olympus (60×/1.2 NA UPlan-Apo) water immersion
objectives with a long pass filter being used to block the reflected excitation light.
For a laser source of 488 nm, the calculated Rayleigh resolution limit is given by
0.248 µm, approximately 3× the size of fluorescence beads being used.
Stack of images are captured to cover the whole volume of the fluorescence beads
(See Fig. 5.5 for the image of a fluorescence bead at the focal plane). The intensity
profile along lateral x and y direction of a bead at the plane for which the intensity
is largest is being plot in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. From the experimental result,
the FWHM of the PSF for CM is approximately 0.32 µm, which differs from the the-
oretical CM resolution of about 0.248 µm. This discrepancy is mainly due to optical
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Figure 5.5: Image of fluorescence bead using CM and FMM respectively.
aberration as well as the under-filling of the lens aperture.
Figure 5.6: Lateral PSF of CM and FMM along lateral x direction.
On the other hand, the FWHM of the PSF for FMM is approximately 0.30 µm
and 0.20 µm along lateral x and y direction respectively. As compared to CM that
has identical lateral x and y resolution, the lateral PSF of FMM is not symmetrical
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Figure 5.7: Lateral PSF of CM and FMM along lateral y direction.
along the lateral x and y direction, due to the non-symmetrical modulation aper-
ture (2-circular beams aligned in vertical manner), as confirmed by theoretical study
presented in Chapter 3.
As expected, FMM provides slight improvement of spatial resolutions along axis
where the phase modulation on the aperture oscillates, as verified by Gong et al
[24, 25]. It is also observed that in Fig. 5.7, the PSF of FMM exhibits the features of
sharp valley before the first side lobes; as described previously in Chapter 3. These
sharp valleys in the effective PSF of the FMM are due to the differential excitation
mechanism to generate the intensity modulation at the focal volume. From the ex-
perimental measurement shown in Fig. 5.7, the background fluorescence level in the
image is roughly 10% in intensity level compared to the maximum signal level, and
the negative side lobes are rendered to positive intensity value after convolution ef-
fect with background fluorescence. Typically, aperture pinhole with appropriate size
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is placed in front of the PMT to selectively collect the signal within the central spot
of the excitation volume, to avoid the effect of negative side lobes in the FMM image
formation, which could reduce the image contrast8.
To obtain the axial response of the CM and FMM, the brightest pixels along the
center of the bead images (4 pixels as region of interest) are used to obtain the axial
profile across the bead volume. The normalized intensity profile along the axial di-
rection for CM and FMM is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.8: CM and FMM axial intensity profile obtained using the image of fluorescence
bead.
From the experimental result, the FWHM of the CM and FMM is approximately
5.3 µm and 4.6 µm respectively. This is quite a poor performance as compared to
the theoretical axial resolution9 of approximately 0.63 µm, which probably due to the
8See Chapter 3 for further explanation on the effect of negative side lobes to the image formation
of FMM
9Refer Appendix B for an estimation of axial resolution in confocal microscopy.
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optical aberrations and inappropriate size of the pinhole. This translates to a slightly
improvement of optical sectioning capability of FMM. It is also observed that there
are some asymmetry side peaks for the axial intensity profile of FMM, in contrast to
that of CM, which shows a much smoother response.
5.4 Sample preparation
The mouse brain samples were prepared using the established techniques described in
the literature [51]. A mouse was first sacrificed by overdose with CO2 in a CO2 cham-
ber. A transverse incision was made to open the abdominal cavity. The diaphragm
was exposed and cut. The chest was then cut on both sides up to the second rib. The
anterior chest wall was turned toward the head of the mouse to expose the chest cavity.
The butterfly needle of the perfusion device was inserted into the left ventricle, and
the right atrium was punctured. 2 ml of standard phosphate buffer solution (PBS)
was injected from the perfusion device at the rate of 1− 2 ml/min for 5 min. Then,
5− 10 ml of the DiI solution was injected at a rate of 1− 2 ml/min for 5− 10 min.
Successful perfusion was monitored by observing color change in the ear, nose and
palms of the mouse from pale while to purple. Lastly, the fixative (4% paraformalde-
hyde solution) was injected at a rate of 1− 2 ml/min for a total of 5 min. It should
be ensured that there are no air bubbles in the perfusion device as introduction of air
into the circulatory system could block blood vessels, resulting in poor perfusion. The
stained mouse brain was then extracted, and stored in 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde
solution. The whole fixed mouse brain is mounted by mounting medium (Polyvinyl
alcohol mounting medium with DABCO R©, antifading BioChemika, Sigma-Aldrich)
in a coverslip bottom dish with cover (Corning) for imaging using our FMM.
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Besides fluorescence imaging, we also apply our FMM system on imaging a cylin-
drical self-made tissue phantom slab mainly consisted of epoxy-resin, resin hardener,
and titanium dioxide (TiO2). The TiO2 powder acts as scattering components and the
main contrast agent inside the tissue phantom. This tissue phantom was made based
on the procedures reported in literature [17] and is commonly used for calibration in
diffuse optical tomography (DOT) [60].
5.5 Experimental results
5.5.1 Mouse brain vasculatures imaging
The mouse brain samples were imaged using our FMM system with either objectives
UPLSAPO 10×/0.40 NA (numerical aperture) or LUCPLANFLN 20×/0.45 NA to
evaluate our FMM system in term of image quality improvement. Here we show the
images captured using CM and FMM simultaneously to demonstrate the robustness of
FMM in rejecting out-of-focus fluorescence background and retaining high-resolution
features even imaging deep inside tissues (depicted by Fig. 5.9).
A blood vessel bifurcation imaged using CM (Fig. 5.9 (a)) and FMM (Fig. 5.9
(b)) shows much finer features can be visualized by FMM clearly at the penetration
depth around 200 µm. Fig. 5.9 (c) and (d) shows the digital magnification near the
bifurcation of the main blood vessel (indicated by white boxes in Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b))
which also reveals better contrast on the fine structures of the blood vessels by the
image captured by FMM as compared to CM. From the intensity profiles spanning
the both white lines (top-down) in the Fig. 5.9 (c) and (d), we can also observe that
the peaks are more clearly visible and distinctive from each other in the FMM image,
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Figure 5.9: Demonstration of FMM in retaining high-resolution features by rejecting out-
of-focus fluorescence background. A blood vessel bifurcation image acquired with Olympus
LUCPLANFLN 20×/0.45 NA using (a) CM and (b) FMM shows much finer features can
be revealed by FMM even at penetration depth up 200 µm. Figure 4.4 (c) and (d) shows
the digital magnification near the bifurcation of the main blood vessel which reveals much
richer features on the image captured by FMM. The plot at the bottom of the images shows
the intensity profiles of the white lines (top-down) in the images.
with significant reduction in background as well. This indicates that our FMM system
can provide better image contrast and more structural information of the tissue being
studied. All the images were taken at 512×512 pixels, with a pixel dwell times of
around 10 µs, resulting image acquisition time of around 2.7 s.
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5.5.2 Tissue phantom imaging
We performed imaging in the tissue phantom over the depths of 300− 400 µm with
0.5 µm increments. The full results for the stack of images captured can be seen in
a movie online at the supplementary material. A single frame from the movie shows
the image of a cluster of TiO2 powder (see Fig. 5.10) embedded at 320 µm inside
the self-made tissue phantom using CM and FMM operating in reflectance mode to
detect the back-reflected light.
Again, FMM (see Fig. 5.10 (b)) significantly improve the image quality by provid-
ing better contrast and sharp edges compared to CM with blurring mainly caused by
multiple scattering effects. The peaks are also more clearly distinguished from each
other in FMM shown by the intensity profile spanning the white line (left-right), with
higher signal-to-background ratio due to lower background intensity. All the images
were taken at 512×512 pixels, with a pixel dwell times of around 10 µs, resulting
image acquisition time of around 2.7 s.
5.5.3 Comparison of CM and FMM in term of image quali-
ties
To perform more quantitative analysis of image quality improvement by FMM, we
selected a pair of identical region of interest (ROI) from Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b) respec-
tively and compare their normalized spectra (with respect to the dc values). From
Fig. 5.11, we can see that the high frequency components (> 1 cycle/µm) in the FMM
image are about 13 dB stronger than those in the CM image. This can be translated
to a 13 dB improvement in the signal to background ratio provided by FMM. Our
theoretical model [7] predicted a 20 dB enhancement by FMM at a similar imaging
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Figure 5.10: Image of cluster of TiO2 embedded 320 µm inside tissue phantom captured
with Olympus LUCPLANFLN 20×/0.45 NA using (a) CM and (b) FMM. Better image
quality is achieved using FMM, with less blurring and structures are more clearly distin-
guishable due to sharp boundaries. The plot at the bottom of the images shows the intensity
profile of the white lines in the images. Peaks are more distinct with better contrast can be
observed.
depth of 2 scattering mean free paths (the scattering coefficient of our tissue phantom
is around 6 cm−1 [60]) . The discrepancy is probably due to slight overlapping of the
two excitation beams and the resultant residual intensity modulation which can be
minimized by improved modulator designs.
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Figure 5.11: Normalized spatial spectra (with respect to DC values) of the region of
interests labeled by square boxes in Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b) showing the spatial frequency
components of CM and FMM respectively.
We also imaged chondrocytes of the chicken cartilage samples labeled with lipophilic
carbocyanine dye DiD (DiD’ solid; DiIC18 (5) solid, EX640/EM675, Invitrogen) using
objectives UPLSAPO 10×/0.40 NA at an acquisition time of around 2.7 s for a 512
by 512 image. Generally, it is evident that the FMM image gives us less background
that raw confocal fluorescence microscopy image (Fig. 5.12 (a)). The optical con-
trast of FMM image is also greatly improved, whereas the confocal data are blurred
as a result of light scattering. The removal of scattered light also translated directly
into enrichment in information quality, revealing features inside the cellular compart-
ments that were obscured in confocal images (Fig. 5.12 (b)), indicating that FMM
can preserve the optical contrast for large penetration depth in which the fluores-
cence background dominates the collected signals. The advantages of FMM in terms
preserving optical contrast and providing richer subcellular information will be im-
portant for imaging of subcellular studies of thick specimens such as characterizing
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the morphological changes of nuclei in cancers cells [101].
Figure 5.12: Comparison of FMM and confocal fluorescence microscopy of chondrocytes of
chicken cartilages at penetration depth around 350 µm. (a) The chondrocytes were labeled
with DiD (red). (b) Magnifications of the indicated regions. Scale bars 20 µm
5.6 Discussions
We have validated the capability of FMM in improving image quality at large pen-
etration depth by visualizing blood vessels in whole mouse brain as well as tissue
phantom. We emphasized that as the mouse brain samples are specifically stained
in which only blood vessels void of blood (one of the major absorbers and scatter-
ers inside biological tissues) are labeled with DiI, generally less background will be
observed while larger penetration depth is expected compared to uniformly stained
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samples. Nevertheless, FMM can work robustly in detecting fluorescence by ballistic
photons and rejecting out-of-focus fluorescence background even at the large depth.
This is an important feature for investigations and characterizations of thick tissue
with sub-micron spatial resolution when confocal pinhole fails to reject majority of
the out-of-focus fluorescence background. In this paper, better characterization of
microvasculatures in animal model over large observation volume using FMM can
be potentially useful especially for quantification of angiogenesis in term of den-
sity/diameter of blood vessels in live animal cancer model [53]. We also highlight
that though FMM can reject most of the background, it cannot increase the signal
level and thus if the FMM signal falls below the shot noise floor at extreme depths,
other strategies (i.e. denoise image processing and/or extended image acquisition
time) may be needed to improve the image quality.
Figure 5.13: Comparison of FMM and CM images after background correction (imple-
mented onto images in Figure 4.7). The dotted circles showing an identical ROI, again
demonstrates that FMM reveal finer features.
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A modulation frequency of 160 MHz can be achieved if only a single AOM is
used. However, a too high modulation frequency could cause significant attenuation
of the FMM signals as the signal intensity is proportional to e(−2pifτ) in which f is
the modulation frequency and τ is the lifetime of fluorescent probes. As most of the
fluorescent molecules have a typical lifetime of a few nanoseconds, deterioration of
the signal-to-noise ratio will thus be a serious problem at large penetration depths.
The 10 MHz we choose falls in the optimal frequency range for fast image acquisition
and negligible signal attenuation, and it is compatible with available demodulation
components. It should be noticed also FMM can extend the penetration depths
for imaging in fluorescence and reflectance mode, while MPM is only compatible to
fluorescence imaging. In future, the issues of inherent Poisson statistical noise that
gradually becoming significant in the case of low intensity signal related to deep
imaging of biological tissues and further improvement of the image quality with the
inclusion of Poisson noise removal will be studied.
We also emphasize that FMM provides improvement of image quality by preserv-
ing optical contrast and signal-to-background ratio, which is fundamentally differ-
ent from those obtainable by simple image post-processing of standard CM images.
Background rejection algorithm on standard CM image can reduce the background
by setting threshold but does not reveal the high-resolution features (see Fig. 5.13).
This is because FMM image is reconstructed using ballistic photons that carry the
high-resolution information that defines the fine structures and edges whereas CM
data contains in-focus as well as out-of-focus information that are not differentiable
via routine image processing algorithm.
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5.7 Summary
We have developed and experimentally demonstrated FMM implemented with AOMs
to provide fluorescence visualization of fixed biological samples with large penetra-
tion depths. Compared with our previous setup, the imaging speed for the FMM
implemented with AOM has been significantly improved and thus showing promising
potential in real-time in vivo imaging of thick biological tissues. Further improve-
ments are still underway, especially in minimizing optical and electronic noise in
FMM that could further extend its penetration depth, enriching its applications in
biological research and clinical diagnoses such as adaptation to fluorescence lifetime
imaging.
To conclude this chapter, we have developed and experimentally demonstrated
FMM implemented with AOMs to provide fluorescence visualization of fixed biolog-
ical samples with large penetration depths. Compared with our previous setup, the
imaging speed for the FMM implemented with AOM has been significantly improved
and thus showing promising potential in real-time in vivo imaging of thick biological
tissues. Further improvements are still underway, especially in minimizing optical
and electronic noise in FMM that could further extend its penetration depth, enrich-
ing its applications in biological research and clinical diagnoses such as adaptation to
fluorescence lifetime imaging.
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A practical limitation of point-scanning FMM is its imaging speed, which typically
lies in the range of 0.1 − 2 frames per second (fps). While this speed is sufficient in
many cases, two classes of problem demand higher imaging rate. First, FMM with
high acquisition speed can be applied to study dynamic processes in 3D biological
environment such as the synapses within a microscopic volume of neuronal tissues.
Second, high-speed 3D microscope allows sampling a statistically significant volume
of biological specimens. Here we describe a line-scan FMM that enables line-by-line
recording nearly at video frame rates (25 fps), which can be further improved de-
pending on the size of region of interest. Line-scan FMM allows 3D visualization of
thick biological specimens at subcellular and submillisecond spatiotemporal resolu-
tion, yielding a widely applicable tool for biomedical and clinical fields.
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6.1 System design for a line-scan focal modulation
microscopy
The optical setup of our line-scan FMM prototype is shown in Fig. 6.1. The L1 and
L2 lens pair act as beam expander in order to expand the beam diameter by 4 times.
To achieve a line-focus illumination at the focal plane, a cylindrical lens was used to
condense the illumination beam in one direction. A spatial-temporal phase modulator
inserted into the excitation beam, results in an intensity modulation of the excitation
light around the focal line in the sample. L3 transform the line focus into a collimated
circular beam again and relay it to the scan lens. A 1D galvanometer scanner was
used to achieve rapid line scanning of the beam in the sample. The scan lens and
tube lens guide the beam into the objective and keep the beam stationary at the
objective lens. The back-reflected light or fluorescence emission is being descanned
and reflected by the beam splitter into the detection arm. Two lens L4 and L5 are
used to guide the reflected beam into the line camera as well as to provide the desired
magnification.
The FMM images are formed by retrieving the amplitude of the oscillating com-
ponent in the detected signal; which are modulated at the designated frequency. At
least two consecutive lines that correspond to the maximum and minimum intensity
at the focal line have to be collected for reconstruction of FMM images. A fast linear
CMOS camera (Basler Sprint spL2048-70km) with a pixel size of 10 µm by 10 µm
was employed to achieve an acquisition speed to up to 70 kHz line rate. A transversal
resolution of < 2 µm is readily achievable with a 10×/0.25 NA objectives; with better
resolution if higher NA lens is used. The current optical setup allows magnification
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of about 11, which matches each pixel in the line camera to less than 1 µm in the
focal plane.
L1 L2 L3















Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram showing the optical setup for line-scan FMM: HWP, half-
wave plate; EOM, electro-optic modulator; CL, cylindrical lens, BS, beam splitter; S, slit;
SP, spatial modulator; PA, polarization analyzer; OBJ, objectives. Focal length of CL is
50 mm. Focal lengths of lenses L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5 are 50, 200, 50, 75, and 200 mm,
respectively. Both the focal length of the scan lens and tube lens are 50 mm Solid line
represents the top view; while the dashed line represents side view of the line-scan FMM.
The spatial-temporal phase modulator (SP) determines the efficiency of the mod-
ulation scheme of FMM. Here, we describe the principle behind the SP implemented
in the line-scan FMM. The excitation beam is modulated with a temporal phase
modulator (i.e. an electro-optic modulator (EOM) in current model) such that it
consists of only two orthogonally polarized components being modulated differently.
The two orthogonally polarized components are not spatially isolated from each other
before entering an aperture forming optics, after which the excitation beam is being
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sectioned into fraction of beam with designated polarization mode. Fig. 6.2 shows










Figure 6.2: EOM based spatial-temporal phase modulator. HWP: half-wave plate; EOM:
electro-optic modulator; PA: polarization analyzer; SP: spatial polarizer. The double-
headed arrows represent the optical axes of each optical component. For simplicity, only
the electric field components are shown. Only the red electric field component Ex is being
modulated as its polarization state is parallel to that of EOM.
The linearly polarized laser source passes through a well-aligned (with the opti-
cal axis of the HWP being 22.5◦ with the initial polarization state of the incoming
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laser source) half wave plate (HWP) such that the polarization state of the exited
laser source is projected in parallel to the optical axis of HWP. This altered elec-
tric field can be resolved into two orthogonal-polarized components that make a 45◦
with the optical axis of the HWP respectively. We can then term these two equal-
power orthogonal-polarized components as Ex and Ey. Then, the EOM, which is a
polarization-dependent component, will selectively provide a variable phase shift on
either one of Ex or Ey that are aligned parallel to EOM’s optical axis. A modulation
signal is fed to the EOM to introduce a periodic phase delay (oscillating between 0
and pi) between Ex and Ey. We can observe in Fig. 6.2 that only Ex will be modu-
lated as it has polarization state that is parallel to the optical axis of the EOM. The
aperture-forming optics consists of the spatial polarizer (SP) and the polarization
analyzer (PA). The SP selectively blocks Ex or Ey such that the modulated and the
unmodulated fraction of the beam can be spatially separated. Each separated zone
will allow only electric field component with match polarization state to pass through.
Shown in Fig. 6.2, we can design the SP such the right zone allows transmittance
of Ex component while the left zone for Ey component. The line separating the two
zones is arranged to be parallel to the illumination slit in the current setup. The
PA is a linear polarizer alight at 45◦ to the Ex and Ey in order to convert them into
same polarization state such that they can interfere with each other when brought to
focal point by the objective lens. It is important to note that Ex and Ey are spatially
isolated before entering the objective lens. This design allows the operation of line-
scan FMM over broad excitation wavelength range without necessity of continuous
optical realignment as compared to previous FMM based on AOM (a wavelength-
dependent modulator); thus enabling multi-wavelength simultaneous excitation for
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multiple-labeled fluorescence imaging.
The EOM can be driven at a frequency up to 70 kHz, which is primarily determined
by the maximum readout rate of the line camera (Basler Sprint spL2048-70km). This
modulation frequency corresponds to a 35 kHz line rate for FMM. For a 2D image of
size 2048×2048 pixels, the frame rate is up to 17.3 fps. A frame rate of over 1 kHz is
possible for a smaller acquisition window, for instance 2048×32 pixels, which could
still adequate for very fast imaging of several dendrites or axons of a neuron. The
image acquisition is facilitated by a National Instruments NI PCIe-1429 Camera-Link
image acquisition board (i.e. frame grabber) to digitize the light focused onto the line
CMOS camera. A LabVIEW R© based program is used to enable high precision control
(via a high-speed multifunctional data acquisition (DAQ) board NI PCI-6251) of the
1D galvanometer scanner (Thorlabs GVS011) and triggering of the line CMOS camera
for capturing images. Another important role of the DAQ card is also to generate a
synchronized driving voltage to the EOM in order to enable capturing of raw image
with two consecutive lines that correspond to the maximum and minimum intensity
at the focal line.
The schematic in Fig. 6.3 shows the design of the LabVIEW R© based controlled
system and the hardwares associated for the line-scan focal modulation microscope.
In the current setup, the Basler R© line camera is programmed to acquire 1000 lines of
width 512 pixels. The line period is pre-set to 40 µs with an exposure time of 15 µs,
thus results in an frame rate of 25 Hz. A sawtooth wave of 25 Hz with 500 incremental
steps within each period of the sawtooth wave is generated by a LabVIEW R© program
via the output from the DAQ card, to drive the scanning mirror. Thus, for every
2 consecutive lines, the lines captured are from the same region of interest. This is























Figure 6.3: Schematic showing the control of the hardwares in the line-scan focal modula-
tion microscope in LabVIEW R© environment.
because at least two consecutive lines that correspond to the maximum and minimum
intensity at the focal line have to be captured in order to reconstruct FMM image.
These maximum and minimum line focus corresponds to the instantaneous zero and
maximum phase shift over the fractions of the beam being modulated differentially.
At such, a square wave of 500 times of the scanning speed of 25 Hz is used to drive
the EOM to introduced the designated intensity modulation at the line focus. The
square wave is set to have a minimum voltage of 0 V and maximum output slightly
lower than 10 V (the maximum output from the EOM driver VH200 is 10 V) in order
to introduce line focus pairs of maximum and minimum intensity every 80 µs, within
the same region of interest. A TTL trigger signal synchronized to the sawtooth wave
is also generated by the same program (via a counter output from the same DAQ
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Figure 6.4: The setup of line-scan focal modulation microscope as mounted on lab-bench.
card) to trigger the image capturing by the line camera via the frame grabber.
We use a continuous-wave diode pumped solid-state laser (Cobolt BluesTM CW
473 nm DPSSL) with a maximum ouput of 50 mW . The laser is attenuated before
being fed into the FMM optics. The patterned spatial polarizer manufactured using
lithographical technology is provided by colorPol R© (CODIXX AG, Germany) a spe-
cialized manufacturer of patterned polarizer. In the current system, a stripe-shaped
aperture with 4 equal-area zones is being used to provide a modulation efficiency of
up to 70% (as described in Chapter 3). The actual breadboard-mounted optical setup
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for the line-scan focal modulation microscope is shown in Fig. 6.4
6.2 Results and discussions
Fig. 6.5 shows a raw image of an resolution target (Edmund optics, 1951 USAF Glass
Slide Resolution Target U38-257) taken by our line-scan focal modulation microscope.
In the raw image, we can clearly observe the consecutive bright and dark bands which
correspond to the line focus generated by the intensity modulation scheme. The raw
image was taken with a acquisition speed of 25 frames per sec; which is mainly limited
by the duration of line period. Much higher frame rate is possible with a shorter line
period and faster camera (i.e. fast read-out-time). Currently, a line period of 40 µs is
being set to enable easier synchronization with the scanner and EOM. Nevertheless,
this acquisition speed is still very much faster than that of point-scanning FMM
system described in previous chapter with acquisition time of 2.7 s per frame for
similar acquisition window size. In order to reconstruct FMM image from the raw
image, we processed the acquired image such that every consecutive line pairs of bright
and dark band in the image is extracted their difference (i.e. the FMM band = bright
band - dark band), to form a FMM image of size 500×512. The reconstructed FMM
image is presented in Fig. 6.6. It is obvious in the reconstructed image the presence
of fringe pattern as well as high-level of noise. This could be due to the alignment of
the optics and optical aberrations.
Besides, the spatial resolution in the y-axis appeared to be slightly better than
that in x-axis, as can be observed in Fig. 6.6 that the 3 line pairs in Group 7 start to
become blurred and undifferentiable from each other in Element 5 along the x-axis;
while the 3 line pairs is still visible in Group 7 Element 6 along the y-axis. This result
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contradicted to the initial design as the direction of the focused line on the sample is
parallel to the y-axis, therefore, the resolution in y-direction should be approximately
the same as that of conventional optical microscope; while the resolution in x-direction
should be close to that of confocal system. Nevertheless, the line pairs in Group 6
along x-direction indeed having sharper edge response than that along y-direction.
The conflicting results may due to undersampling of the imaging system as only
a total magnification of around 11.11 in the current setup. It is expected that an
objective with larger magnification could improve the imaging performance.
6.3 Conclusions
We present a high-speed line-scanning focal modulation microscope, which provide a
much significant improvement in image acquisition speed compared to previous point-
scanning focal modulation microscope. Currently, FMM images of 500×512 pixels
can be acquired at a rate of 25 fps. This high-speed line-scanning focal modulation
microscope will be useful for analyzing fast biological processes and for rapid 3D
image reconstruction in the clinical and biomedical applications.
Much works are still underway to improve the current line-scan focal modulation
microscope, especially in optimizing the optical alignments in order to minimize the
optical aberrations, and in increasing the frame rates by further reducing the line
period of the line camera, as well as using higher magnification objective lens improve
the sampling rate for the pixel in image plane.
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Figure 6.5: Image of a resolution target taken by line-scan focal modulation microscope.
The pixel dimension is 1000×512. Bright and dark bands which correspond to the maximum
and minimum intensity of focal modulation scheme is apparent in the image. The separation
between the bars in the Group 7 Element 6 is approximately 4.39 µm.
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Figure 6.6: Reconstructed FMM image of 500×512 pixels.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This chapter commences with a summary on the work done and the results achieved
in this PhD project. Then, suggestions pertaining to the development directions that
FMM could pursuit are being put forth.
7.1 Summary
It is a seemingly endless endeavor as microscopists seek to push ever deeper into
biological specimens, while resolving micro-structural details and observing specific
molecular events. This thesis describes the development of high-speed focal mod-
ulation microscopy and the corresponding technological advancement, in which the
aim is to extend the penetration depth limit of optical techniques in thick speci-
mens, without the necessity of the usage of long wavelength excitation or non-linear
effect, i.e. currently two main approaches for achieving large penetration depth in
biological specimens. FMM has thus far proved to be a significant improvement over
the conventional confocal microscopy in term of signal-to-background ratio at large
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penetration depths and potentially useful for cellular and molecular in vivo imaging.
We first highlight that theoretical modeling of FMM has provided us better under-
standing in capability of FMM in better preservation of SBR of the image especially
when imaging high-scattering biological tissues. Higher SBR could vastly improve the
differentiation of finer features which are usually marred by background fluorescence,
in other word, better effective resolution for deep tissue imaging. We also further
characterized the effect of aperture configuration on the modulation depth of FMM.
Theoretically, only half of the excitation power will be available for FMM excitation
compared to CM even for perfect modulation scheme (i.e. modulation efficiency of 1).
Thus, the simulation results in Chapter 3 give us guidelines in designing the aperture
configuration. Basically, higher number of aperture subsections will generally give us
higher modulation efficiency, with optimum number around 4 or 6 subsections being
desired to accommodate the fabrication process.
Two implementations of FMM which varies in term of phase modulation schemes
- tilting plate and acousto-optical modulator based FMM that are significantly pro-
gressive in term of stability and image performance as compared to first FMM pro-
totype based on double mirror spatial phase modulator [5] are being demonstrated.
It is worth to mention that the modulation frequency is greatly enhanced from kHz
range to MHz range, and the accompanied benefits include enabling higher image
acquisition speed and possible adaptation to fluorescence lifetime imaging. We also
demonstrated the capability of FMM in improving the imaging contrast of various
type of samples, which mainly due to the preservation of signal-to-background ratio
in the image over a large penetration depth. We also highlight that FMM can op-
erate in both fluorescence and back-scattered/reflectance mode. This is contrasted
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to the non-linear methods such as two-photon microscopy which only improve the
imaging depth in fluorescence mode. FMM can switch between fluorescence and
back-scattered/reflectance mode by enabling/disabling the phase modulation compo-
nents in the illumination arm, thus allowing observation of surface topology and tissue
morphology based on the back-scattered/reflectance mode as well as rich functional
and molecular-specific information through the fluorescence mode.
Additionally, a line scan mode of galvanometer-based FMM is described which
provide much higher effective frame rate for real-time imaging of biological processes.
7.2 Future outlook
FMM which provides large penetration depth will be used as a valuable measurement
tool to expand our molecular level understanding of tissues based on large section
imaging. 3D imaging of sample on the size scale of cubic centimeters allow the
study of whole organ physiology with cellular and molecular resolution. Further
development of FMM for applications in clinical and biomedical researches is possible
in near future. Here, we give a glimpse on what the current developments in FMM
is leading to.
7.2.1 FMM with adaptive optics
Refractive index inhomogeneity in the biological specimens often distorts the wave-
front of the excitation beam, resulting in deterioration of the point spread function
and thus the image [54]. Furthermore, the optics of the microscope may not be per-
fectly aligned or the coverslip thickness may not correspond to the design conditions,

















Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of a simplified AO system for focal modulation mi-
croscopy.
are giving rise to optical aberration [32]. All these effects have severely hampered the
efficiency of FMM in deep-tissue imaging.
The aforementioned degradation can be reversed if the wavefront of the excitation
beam is predistorted such as to cancel the distortions introduced by the specimens in
the excitation light path. Here, we described the application of AO in wavefront cor-
rection, which have been applied successfully on confocal and two-photon microscopy.
An adaptive optics (AO) system is one which corrects for the aberrations of an in-
coming beam of light for the purpose of trying to obtain a flat wavefront from the
aberrated incoming wavefront, and hence pushing the resolution of an optical sys-
tem closer to its diffraction limit. In Figure 7.1, a proposed AO system for FMM is
presented.
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Typically, wavefront distortions are frequently detected using a Shack-Hartmann
sensor, which works by generating an array of foci as the beam is passed through
an array of lenses (lenslets) [70]. By monitoring the displacements in those foci
from their positions for a plane wave, a measure of the local wavefront tilt can be
obtained. The advantage of the Shack-Hartmann sensor is its ability to rapidly quan-
tify wavefront aberration with a single image [4]. Then, a deformable mirror (DM) is
employed to apply desired wavefront profile (by changing its micro-mirror surfaces)
based on the feedback from Shack-Hartmann sensing in order to correct the aberra-
tions of the incoming beam. The resultant wavefront is continuously monitored by
the Shark-Hartmann sensor to generate the appropriate signal for the DM so as to
try to maintain the best correction over time.
FMM with adaptive optics will be useful in preserving the point spread function of
FMM within thick specimens, and thus could potentially further improve its capability
in deep tissue imaging.
7.2.2 FMM microendoscopy
FMM has shown great potential in human diseases detection and diagnosis by provid-
ing large penetration depth in biological specimens. One specific application could be
the development of FMM microendoscopy for in vivo cellular-level imaging of tissues
in regions that are accessible by endoscopes such as the lung, bladder, cervix, uterus,
colon, and peritoneum [71, 19]; thanks to the rapid developments in the design and
manufacturing of gradient refractive index lenses which enabled high-resolution imag-
ing through a very thin optical fiber. One can visualize the morphology of cells both
on the surface of the aforementioned internal organs as well as at selected depths
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below the surface. This ability enables determination of abnormalities localized on
the surface or those being more aggressive (i.e. invading below the surface).
Currently, light at 480 nm penetrates only 100− 200 µm below the surface before
scattering reduces the appreciable imaging contrast. FMM with larger penetration
depths may be proved to be useful in visualizing tissue surface topology, which can
make more accurate analysis of surface inhomogeneities, especially for clinical applica-
tions such as early cancer detections. Further development of FMM micro endoscopy
instrumentations with miniature optical and mechanical components of the fiber-optic
catheter will move the FMM closer to clinical use.
7.2.3 Two-photon focal modulation microscopy
It is reviewed in Chapter 2 that deeper penetration depth can be achieved with two-
photon microscopy, with imaging depth up to 1000 µm has been demonstrated for
specific experiments [89]. Integrating the nonlinear effect of two-photon microscopy
with FMM could potentially enhance the rejection out-of-focus background fluores-
cence and thus even larger penetration depths. The improvement can be due to: 1)
as compared to conventional two-photon fluorescence microscopy, the ballistic exci-
tation of two-photon FMM is concentrated in a much smaller region around the focal
point and decays more rapidly outside the focal volume, as shown by a theoretical
study [80]; 2) better rejection of the background fluorescence as only the fluorescence
emissions modulated with designated frequency are being retrieved for image recon-
struction. It is suggested given the identical excitation intensity, two-photon focal
modulation microscopy could provide a three-fold increase in the imaging penetra-
tion depth as compared to conventional two-photon microscopy [80]. Further efforts
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on instrumentation development of two-photon focal modulation microscopy espe-
cially in optimizing the signal detection efficiency will move it for potentially cellular
level imaging at unprecedented large penetration depth.
7.2.4 Fluorescence lifetime imaging with FMM
In past decades, fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) microscopy [48] has been widely
used for studies in biological processes such as protein-protein interactions in cells.
Basically, the fluorescence lifetime is the average time elapsed between fluorophores
excitation and photon emission and typically in nanoseconds range. Fluorescence
lifetime measurements are independent of fluorophores concentrations and thus in-
sensitive to wavelength-dependent light scattering, making it attractive especially in
certain scenario such as when uniform illumination for visualization of fluorescent
probes deep in tissues cannot be easily achieved over the area of interest owing to its
irregular surface [85]. FLIM also provides a means of detecting multiple fluorophores
in live cells including spectrally related molecules such as GFP variants, which have
different fluorescence lifetime despite substantially overlapping spectra [84]. More
importantly, FLIM enable observation of protein-protein interactions dynamic espe-
cially in fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) technique as the lifetime of
the excited state decreases greatly when FRET is occurring [84], providing abundant
functional information of the biological systems.
Basically, method for fluorescence lifetime measurements falls broadly into two
groups: time-domain and frequency domain. Time-domain methods directly measure
the fluorescence decay after a brief excitation pulse, and are typically implemented
using time-correlated photon counting (TCSPC), where the timing between laser
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and photon pulses is measured. However, TCSPC-based imaging may be too slow
for some applications as the photon counting rates saturate at fairly low levels [1].
On the other hand, in the frequency-domain methods, the fluorescence lifetime is
obtained by modulating both excitation intensity and detector gains typically with
a sinusoidal function [67]. The excitation is an intensity-modulated light source and
the fluorescence emission is delayed in time relative to the modulated excitation and
results in phase shift φω and demodulation by a factor mω. In contrast to TCSPC,
frequency-domain methods allow unlimited counting rates and thus potentially better
temporal resolutions [67]. For a single-exponential decay, the phase and modulation
are related to the decay time (τ) by:




1 + ω2τ 2 (7.2)
in which ω is the circular modulation frequency (ω = 2pif) in radians/s.
Typically, the fluorescence lifetime is in nanoseconds range and thus technically
very demanding for frequency-domain measurements as modulation frequency up to
few hundreds Mhz is necessary. However, with the development of spatial phase
modulator based on acousto-optical modulator in FMM (described in Chapter 4),
modulation frequency up to 160 MHz is readily achievable and thus making simul-
taneous FMM and FLIM imaging possible, opening the door for multimodal optical
imaging technique providing structural and dynamical functionality information of
living cells.
Appendix A
Point spread function of a simple
lens
The imaging properties of an optical system can be easiest described by the ampli-
tude point-spread function (PSF) of the system: the amplitude distribution that an
imaging system gives in the region of the image plane when imaging a single point.
This section describes some of the equations being used in the formulation of confocal
microscopy and focal modulation microscopy, especially in Chapter 3.
In order to obtain the field distribution U(x, y) at the back focal plan of the lens













The field distribution just after the lens can be describe by:
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where P (ξ, η) is the pupil function, k = 2pi
λ
is the wavenumber, λ is the wavelength,










Figure A.1: Imaging of a point source by a simple lens.
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For an aberration-free objective lens with a circular aperture, we can express the
Equation A.3 in polar coordinates using the transformations:
ξ = ρ cos θ, η = ρ sin θ (A.4)
where (ρ, θ) are the polar coordinates in the lens aperture plane, and
x = r cosϕ, y = r sinϕ (A.5)










Considering radially symmetry pupil function gives P (ρ, θ) = P (ρ). Using the

















Substituting for v = kr sinα, where sinα = a
f
is the numerical aperture, a being the
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Normalizing the ρ by a and introducing the defocus term e
1
2
uρ2 with u = 4kz sin2 α
2
give us:







More description on the point spread function of a simple lens can be found in
[30, 3].
Appendix B
Image formation in confocal
microscopy
Image formation in a fluorescence microscope [76, 28] can be described using the image
of a point (i.e. of a fluorophore), the so-called point-spread-function (PSF). Then,
the image of any object is obtained by convolving the object intensity distribution
with the PSF. The three-dimensional PSF depends on the wavelength and the NA of
the objective. For an aberration-free lens of circular aperture, the intensity PSF is
given by [30]:








in which J0 denotes the zero-order Bessel function and v = kNAr and u = 4kz sin
2 α
2
are radial and axial normalized optical coordinates with the wavenumber k = 2pi
λ
.
For a confocal microscope, the detection pinhole adds a second PSF for the detection
side. Assuming an ideal pinhole and similar wavelengths (i.e. neglecting the Stoke’s
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shift) for both the illumination and fluorescence process, the effective PSF is:
PSFCM(v, u) = PSFillumination(v, u)×PSFdetection(v, u) = PSF 2(v, u) (B.2)
This is contrasted to the point spread function of the conventional microscope
which can be obtained by using Equation B.1. The diffraction-limited 1D lateral and
axial PSF of a conventional microscope to that of a confocal microscope are being
plot in Fig. B.1 and Fig. B.2 shows the slight improvement of confocal microscope
in depth resolutions.













Figure B.1: 1D plot of the lateral intensity distribution pattern in terms of the normalized
optical unit v for the conventional and the confocal microscope respectively.
Nevertheless, in practice, a finite size pinhole will be employed to optimize the
signal-to-noise ratio while preserving the optical sectioning capability. Hence, the
detection PSF has to be convolved over the pinhole size D(v) (i.e. sensitivity of














Figure B.2: 1D plot of the axial intensity distribution pattern in a conventional and confocal
microscope as a function of the normalized axial optical unit u.
detector) and the effective PSF is

















Spatial resolution can be quantified using the width of the effective PSF. The width
of the PSF is often defined by where intensity drops to half of the maximum, hence
called full width half maximum (FWHM). Theoretically, the smallest lateral resolv-





where λ is the wavelength of the excitation light and NA is the numerical aperture of
the objective lens. On the other hand, the smallest axial resolvable distance between
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where n is the refractive index of the specimen. Therefore, the theoretical axial to
lateral resolution ratio is ∼3.5−4 if using objective lenses of NA > 1. More rigorous
description on the point spread function of confocal microscope can be found in
[30, 79].
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of confocal microscope is its optical sec-
tioning property, which is the ability to image one thin section of plane within a
thick specimens block. As a result, the out-of-focus fluorescence background can be
eliminated and thus superior image contrast. The optical sectioning property of the
confocal microscope can be further illustrated by considering the radial integrated





when an infinitesimal pinhole is being used, using Equation B.3. The integrated
intensity of a plane is a measure of the contribution of that plane to the overall signal,
and therefore variation of the integrated intensity serves as a metric for the resolution
of axially-separated plane in a microscope. For the conventional microscope, the
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As shown in Fig. B.3, the integrated intensity in a conventional microscope is inde-
pendent of the axial position as the defocus term e
1
2
uρ2 cancels out when the modulus
is taken.





when an infinitesimal pinhole is considered, which falls off exponentially with increas-
ing axial distance from the focus, as illustrated in Fig. B.3.























Figure B.3: Normalized integrated intensity of a v-plane with defocus u for conventional
and confocal microscope.
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Much of the considerations above for characterization of lateral and depth resolu-
tion as well as the optical sectioning capability of confocal microscope have assumed
the case of a infinitesimal pinhole size. Further descriptions on the effects of pinhole
size to the performance of confocal microscopy can be found in references [30, 22, 78].
Appendix C
Monte Carlo modeling of light
propagation
For a medium in which the concentration of the scatterers is high enough such that
the multiple scattering cannot be ignored, the method of analysis purely based on
scalar diffraction theory fails. Numerical simulation such as the Monte Carlo method
[56] has been widely used for decades to simulate the propagation of light in biological
tissue [74, 18, 94]. To be brief, Monte Carlo method is based on a stochastic model
whereby the value of the physical quantity in interest in is determined by the expected
value of a certain random variable(s).
In tissue optics, Monte Carlo method simulates the, random walk of photons in a
medium that contains absorption and scattering events based on a set of rules that
govern the movement of a photon in tissue. The two determining decisions are (1) the
mean free path for a scattering or absorption event, and (2) the scattering angle for
each scattering event. At boundaries, a photon is reflected or moves across the bound-
ary. These rules of photon propagation are expressed as probability distributions for
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the incremental steps of photon movement between sites of photon-tissue interaction,
for the angles of deflection in a photon, for the trajectory when a scattering event
occurs, and for the probability of transmittance or reflectance at boundaries.
Monte Carlo light propagation is rigorous yet very descriptive and has been very
useful in tissue optics as it is able to give a prediction of what happens when light
interacts with tissue of different properties and adaptable to different optical systems
setup, which especially valuable when performing and experiment or obtaining an
accurate analytical solution is hardly possible. Though the main advantage of the
Monte Carlo modeling method is its ability to tackle complex geometries with rela-
tively little number of parameters, its main disadvantage comes from its statistical
requirements, that leads to high computation cost in order to obtain accurate and
reliable result [90]. Nevertheless, we can increase the computational speed by im-
proving the computational power or using more efficient algorithms. It is also worth
to mention that Monte Carlo method treat each photon a neutral particle, and the
wave properties of photon such as phase and polarization are largely ignored.
The turbid media can be described by the following macroscopic parameters: the
thickness, the refractive index, the absorption coefficient µa(cm
−1), the scattering
coefficient µs(cm
−1), and anisotropy factor g. As mentioned earlier, at least two
random sampling processes required to simulate light migration in turbid media: the
sampling free path length and the sampling scattering angles. The length of the path
traversed between scattering events are treated as a random variable drawn from an
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where ζ is selected randomly from numbers between 0 and 1. The scattering deflection
angle θ in the plane defined by the relative position of two scattering centers was





1 + g2 −
(
1− g2
1− g + 2gv
)2]
(C.2)
where g is the average cosine of the scattering angle (i.e. the scattering anisotropy
factor) and v is a uniformly distributed random variable, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1. Lastly, the az-












Figure C.1: Deflection of a photon by a scattering event. The angles of deflection, θ, and
the azimuthal angle, ψ, are indicated.
The Monte Carlo method begins with the launching of a photon into the tissue,
usually with a predefined weight or packet which represents the initial energy of
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the photon. Depends on model and phenomenon to be studied, the photon can be
initialized in various ways. If a collimated beam normally incident on a slab, the
the photon’s initial direction is chosen downwards into the tissue (i.e. (µx, µy, µz) =
(0, 0, 1) with the z-direction being positive downward), and its initial positions at the
tissue surface can be randomly generated within the beam aperture. On the other
hand, if a confocal system to be simulated, excitation photons can be generated in the
ideal image of the confocal aperture in the tissue focal plane and geometrically back-
project the photon to the surface of the tissue [23]. The direction at which the photon
is being back-projected will be reversed and used as initial direction (µx, µy, µz) to
launch the photon toward the focal plane. In other words, the excitation photon will
propagate towards the focal spot of the objective lens in the absence of scattering
events.
With the photon position and angle initialized, the propagation and scattering
processes begin. Equation C.1 will be used to randomly generate an individual path
length ∆s, in which the photon is propagated to a new position in the direction
(µx, µy, µz) generated earlier according to the following equation:
x′ = x+ µx∆s
y′ = y + µy∆s (C.3)
z′ = z + µx∆s
After each propagation step, the photon packet is split into two parts a fraction is
absorbed and the rest is scattered. The fraction of packet that continued to propagate
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thus can be updated using:






In the event of scattering in which a photon is scattered at an angle (θ,ψ) from the















(µyµz cosψ + µx sinψ) + µy cos θ (C.5)
µ′z = − sin θ cosψ
√
1− µ2x + µz cos θ
If the propagation angle is too close to normal (say |µz| > 0.99999), the following
formulas should be used:
µ′x = sin θ cosψ




In the event that when an incident photon reaches the tissue surface or boundary, it
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where θi = cos
−1 |µz| is the incidence angle on the surface and the angle of transmis-









ni and nt are the refractive indices of the initial and transmitted medium respectively.
The photon will reflect back into the tissue if a randomly number ζ (between 0 and
1) is smaller than R(θi). If the photon exits the surface, it will be counted as lost.
The propagation continues until the photon exits the tissue surface or the weight
of photons has reduced to preset threshold. The positions at which the events of
absorption and scattering with the fraction of photon packets being absorbed can be
recorded in order retrieve useful information such as fluence rate for an irradiance
profile as well as energy deposition in the traveling medium.
Appendix D
I/Q demodulation scheme
The I/Q demodulator is the heart of the homodyne frequency-domain detection of
the focal modulation microscope. Here we describe the working principle of the I/Q
demodulation scheme.
Supposed the reference signal is R(t) = Ar sin(ωt) and the detected signal is
D(t) = Ad sin(ωt+ φ), where φ is the phase shift with respect to the reference, intro-
duced by the optical path length difference of the system. In the I/Q demodulator,
the reference signal is split into two, one of which goes through a 90◦ phase shifter. On
the other hand, the detected signal is also split into two, but without going through
the phase shifter. The multiplication of the unshifted reference and the detected




sin(ωt) sin(ωt+ φ) + Io
= A cos(φ)− A cos(2ωt+ φ) + Io (D.1)
where A = ArAd
8
and Io is the DC offset when the RF is absent.
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cos(ωt) sin(ωt+ φ) +Qo
= A sin(φ) + A sin(2ωt+ φ) +Qo (D.2)
where Qo is the DC offset when the RF is absent.
A low pass filter following at the I and Q output can block out the high frequency
signal components. Therefore, IDC = A cos(φ) + Io and QDC = A sin(φ) + Qo are
the final outputs. It is a standard practice to measure the DC offset Io and Qo by
blocking the light input into the detection system.
In the operations of FMM, only the amplitude A is of interest for image recon-
struction and thus a phase shift of 0◦ or 90◦ is set such that the final output is
IDC = A+ Io or QDC = A+Qo respectively.
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